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Abstract

Network function virtualization is gaining acceptance as modern approach
enabling telecom equipments to run as software modules known as Virtual
Network Functions(VNFs) on IT hardware on top of cloud.To host these mod-
ules, virtual infrastructure is needed within the cloud.For this purpose,cloud
orchestrators are used. These are cloud specific and usually one cloud or-
chestrator may not be compatible with other clouds. Investigating on generic
orchestrators which are compatible with any cloud platform will reduce com-
plexity and provides a single approach for creating virtual infrastructure.

Our goal is to investigate on how generic orchestrators can be used to deploy
VNFs on cloud. The detailed analysis of cloud agnostic orchestrators over
cloud native orchestrators is done. Resources that are needed for a VNF
are described in a template supported by generic orchestrators and compare
it with template of cloud native orchestrator. Results are analyzed by ver-
ifying whether the orchestration engines, Cloudify and Terraform can use
those templates to create various resources on cloud environment. We sum-
mate that both orchestrators can be used for deploying VNFs on cloud. The
VNF description for Cloudify is based on TOSCA which is slightly complex
compared to Terraform. Cloudify using TOSCA related syntax is becoming
standard. Terraform though uses HCL syntax similar to JSON makes it sim-
pler for VNF description. Same study can be done on other cloud platforms
such as VMware.

Keywords: Terraform, Cloudify, Virtual Network Function
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Mobile networks brought voice and internet services to billions of people around
the world over the last 25 years. Today mobile subscriptions have reached a total
of 7.6 billion and LTE has reached 2.1 billion subscriptions. Around 5.2 billion
subscribers at present utilizing mobile services world wide.It is also expected that
by 2018, LTE will be dominant with subscribers 7 times more of GSM/EDGE sub-
scribers. Out of all the mobile traffic, video is dominant with nearly 50% share,
social networking and audio stands next with highest share when compared with
software downloads and web browsing. It is also estimated that by 2022, in some
places the average data usage per smart phone monthly will be around 26GB[5].

Mobile Networks are evolving to meet high user experience and also because
of operators interest to explore new revenue opportunities. To provide new ser-
vices, networks needs new requirements such as high data throughput capacity,
lower latency etc. Upgrading networks to support new services used to demand
operators to invest more for network infrastructure. A part from hardware costs,
service providers needs technicians having new skills for managing and operating
the complex hardware to enable services which used to increase time to market
and narrow the revenue of an operator.

Network Function Virtualization(NFV) enabled to decouple network functions
from telecom hardware to software based applications without affecting the func-
tionality. All the network functions provided by telecom hardware are now pro-
vided as software modules called Virtualized Network Functions(VNFs). These
applications are hosted on Cloud installed on standard IT platforms like high-
volume servers, switches, and storage in the data centre environment. These VNFs
are managed by service and network orchestration systems, which shorten time to
market when launching new services and make network operations more efficient.
NFV also enables proper handling of devices such as sharing the same hardware
between the applications and also suspending the functions if not used which re-

1
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Figure 1.1: Network Function Virtualization [1]

duces the CAPEX capital expenditures and also OPEX operational expenditures
for the operator[6][7].

Figure 1.2: Orchestrator

1.1 Motivation
Usually telecom providers receive requests from service operators to have VNFs
to be hosted on variety of cloud platforms such as OpenStack, VMware, Ama-
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zon Web Services etc. These cloud platforms are selected by the operator. This
cause telecom providers to use tools specific to requested cloud platform to deploy
applications. These tools are called orchestrators and they use a template or a
file to describe virtual resources needed by VNFs inside a cloud platform shown
in Figure 1.2. They are designed typically specific to a cloud platform as shown
in Figure 1.3. Using many orchestrators depending up on cloud makes telecom
providers complex to describe VNFs. Using one single orchestrator that can be
used to deploy VNFs on any cloud provides telecom providers an easy solution for
hosting applications on cloud. Many such tools were introduced in recent times
but which to be chosen was not clear. Hence, study and analysis of generic cloud
orchestrator that can be used straight away today to deploy applications will help
telecom providers to find one right orchestrator that can be used to deploy or host
telecom applications on any cloud.

Figure 1.3: Motivation for selecting Cloud-agnostic tools
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1.2 Aim and Objectives
This work involves survey on tools which can be used for application deployment
on multiple cloud platforms. A sample template of VNF which is deployed using
cloud native orchestrator is used as a reference to develop the prototype which
involves the template supported by cloud agnostic orchestrator and also deploy-
ment using the cloud agnostic orchestrator is the main aim of this work. Since
the same orchestrator is used for any cloud platform, the syntax style describing
the virtual resources and operation of the tool does not vary much. For our work,
we have chosen OpenStack cloud.This work can be done on any cloud platform
as cloud agnostic orchestrators are compatible with any cloud. As stated above,
HEAT(native OpenStack orchestrator) template of a VNF can be used as refer-
ence for describing VNF resources that are deployed using new cloud agnostic
orchestrators. Although this work is related to developing prototype for one single
cloud platform, it helps a lot in understanding and developing prototypes for other
clouds platforms as well.

Figure 1.4: Aim of this work
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1.3 Research Questions
1. What are the different cloud agnostic orchestrators available?

2. What are the major differences between them? Which generic orchestrators
can be used today for application deployment and why?

3. How different is the prototype developed for a VNF using Terraform com-
pared with Openstack HEAT? Addressed by Nikhil)

4. How different is the prototype developed for a VNF using Cloudify compared
with Openstack HEAT? (Addressed by Akhila)

5. What are the major differences between Cloudify and Terraform ?

1.4 Research Methodology
The purpose of this section is to provide scientific way to solve research questions.
This master thesis has been supported by different research methods, carried out
mainly in two phases.
Phase-1 : In the first phase, the literature review is performed on available cloud
agnostic deployment tools or orchestrators in Chapter 3. We will select orchestra-
tors that fit our purpose and explain the reasons for choosing them from available
orchestrators in Chapter 4.
Phase-2 : In the second phase, we develop a prototype using selected orchestrators
and validate our deployment in Chapter 5.

1.5 Split of Work
This master thesis is a collaborative research leading to a joint thesis done as a
part of project at Ericsson by Nikhil and Akhila. Split of Work is shown in the
Table 1.1.

1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 provides the motivation, Aim & Objectivest, research questions, re-
search methodology, split of work and thesis outline of the thesis work.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the background and introduces the technologies
like NFV involved in the work.
Chapter 3 deals with previous research done related to this thesis.
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Chapter 4 presents the methodology followed for this work. Template description
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plementation setup is shown and explains the supported template description con-
sidering different scenarios.
Chapter 6 deals with the analysis of the orchestrator and provides discussions on
research questions and answers.
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Chapter 7 deals with conclusions derived from the study and address the future
work.
Chapret 8 presents Appendix describing VNF deployment.



Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Network Function Virtualization
Network operator’s networks are populated with large & increasing variety of pro-
prietary hardware appliances. Launching new service often means more devices,
which means finding the space and power to accommodate those appliances. How-
ever, this has become increasingly difficult. Hardware-based devices now have
shorter and shorter life cycles due to rapid innovation, making the return of in-
vestment lower and lower when deploying new services, as well as constraining the
innovation in increasingly network-centric connected world[1].

NFV aims to address these problems with a concept of separating network and
service control software from hardware[1]. Moreover, it enables to break down
monolithic network functions and services, i.e. services and functions that are
achieved by a single hardware or software, into a sequences or chains of smaller,
modular units denoted as VNFs. Virtualization of hardware offers an infrastruc-
ture for the VNF to run upon. This NFVI can use COTS hardware as a common
pool of resources and carve out subsets of these resources creating “virtualized”
compute, storage, and network pools that can be allocated as required by the
VNFs[8]. ETSI NFV architecture defines a number of standards for the manage-
ment of compute, storage and networking resources that can be used to construct
VNFs is discussed in the coming section.

The vendor for the VNF recommends a minimum requirement of the resources that
are needed to VNF but the vendor can’t control these hardware parameters[9]. The
virtualization layer using the physical hardware can cater to the VNF resource re-
quest. The VNF doesn’t have any visibility into this process, nor is that VNF
aware of the existences of other VNFs that may be sharing the physical hardware
with them.

In this virtualized network architecture, there are now multiple resources to man-

8
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Figure 2.1: Network function virtualization components[2]

age and operate at various levels. Any new requirements or enhancements in
management capabilities are possible only with vendor support. With NFV, it
is possible to manage the entities at a more granular and individual level. The
high-level NFV architecture with its components NFVI, VNF, MANO as shown in
Figure 2.1, therefore, it wouldn’t be complete without defining the methodologies
to manage, automate, coordinate, and interconnect these layers and functional
blocks in an agile, scalable, and automated way.

2.1.1 NFV in ETSI

ETSI[10], an independent standardization group, has been key in developing stan-
dards for ICT in Europe. ISG [11] operate alongside with traditional standards-
making committees in a specific technology area. These are self-contained, decide
their own work programme and approve their own specifications. These are de-
signed to be quick and easy to set up, providing an effective alternative to the
creation of industry fora. Figure 2.2 gives a reference model for NFV architecture
depicting the functional blocks.
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Figure 2.2: NFV Reference architecture framework[3]
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2.1.2 Overview of functional blocks

The NFV architectural framework identifies functional blocks and the main refer-
ence points between the blocks[8]. Those are:

Virtual Network Function: VNF is a virtualization of a network function in
a legacy non-virtualized network. Examples of network functions are evovolved
packet core network elements like MME, SGW, PGW. It is composed of different
components, each component deployed over single VM.
Element Management System: EMS performs typical management function-
ality for one or several VNFs.
NFV Infrastructure: NFVI is the totality of all hardware and software com-
ponents which makes up environment for deploying, managing, executing VNFs.
Virtualization layer and hardware resources are all treated as single entity pro-
vided with desired virtualised resources. The abstraction layer ensures hardware
independent lifecycle for VNFs by abstracting hardware resources.
Virtualised Infrastructure manager: VIM comprises the functionalities used
to control and manage the interaction of VNF with all resources as well as virtu-
alization.
Orchestrator: It is in charge of the orchestration and management of NFVI and
software resources and network resources on NFVI.
VNF Manager: It is responsible for VNF lifecycle management i.e instantiation,
update, scaling, termination. A single VNFM can serve single VNF or mutliple
VNFs as in Figure 2.3.
Service Descriptors: This provides the information regarding VNF deployment
template, VNF forwarding graph, service related information, NFV infrastructure
information models.

2.1.3 MANO Components

NFV MANO architecture includes three main functions:

NFVO: NFVOrchestrator is responsible for onboarding of new network services
composed of multiple VNFs, VNF forwarding graphs, virtual links and optionally
physical network functions. It extends the current OSS/BSS and manages the op-
erational aspects and deployment of NFVI and VNF. It also controls the lifecycle
of network service including instantiation, scale up/down , scale down/up, event
correlation and termination. As a whole, NFVO has an important role in the
framework by overlooking the end-to-end service deployment, parsing the bigger
picture of service virtualization and communicating the needed pieces of informa-
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tion to VIM and VNFM for implementing that service[8].

VNFM: VNFManager focuses on independently managing the VNFs and doesn’t
have visibility into any connection of the services between the VNFs and how the
VNFs combine to form the end to the service path. This knowledge resides in
the NFVO, and it’s the role of NFVO to work through the VNFM to create the
end-to-end service between the VNFs[8]. It is therefore NFVO that has visibility
into the network topology formed by the VNFs for a service instance.

VIM: The VInfrastructureManager is responsible for controlling and managing
the NFVI compute, storage and network resources. At the same time, it collects
performance measurements in the infrastructure and makes data available for other
functional blocks for monitoring purposes[8].

Figure 2.3: E2E NS with VNFs and nested VNF forwarding graphs[2]

2.2 Cloud Orchestration

2.2.1 OpenStack Cloud

OpenStack is an open-source software platform for cloud computing, mostly de-
ployed as IaaS, which controls large pools of compute, storage, and networking
resources throughout a datacenter, managed preferably through a dashboard or a
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command-line[12]. OpenStack is flexible because it is built up by individual com-
ponents, where each component is organized into a separate project. Each software
component in OpenStack has necessary functions needed to build an IaaS cloud.
The different services that OpenStack components offers are reachable through
API-requests which are exposed as RESTful web services. As of today, latest re-
lease OpenStack Ocata has 46 projects and each project provides a service[12].

OpenStack Architecture:
OpenStack can be deployed in a single-node or multi-node configuration[4]. A node
is nothing more than a grouping of OpenStack services that run on bare-metal,
in a container or virtual machine. The purpose of a node is to provide horizontal
scaling and HA. The four possible node types in OpenStack: controller, compute,
network and storage shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Openstack 4-node architecture[4]

Controller node is the control plane for the OpenStack environment. It handles
identity (keystone), dashboard (Horizon), telemetry (ceilometer), orchestration
(heat) and network server service (neutron)[4]. The compute node runs a hyper-
visor (KVM, ESX, Hyper-V or XenServer). It handles compute service (nova),
telemetry (ceilometer) and network open vSwitch agent service (neutron). The
network node runs networking services (neutron) for L3, metadata, DHCP and
open vSwitch. It handles all networking between nodes as well as tenant network-
ing and routing. It provides services such as DHCP and floating IPs that allow
instances to connect to public networks[4]. The storage node runs storage services.
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It handles image service (glance), block storage (cinder), object storage (swift) and
shared file storage (manila)[4].

OpenStack Services:
OpenStack embraces a modular architecture to provide a set of core services that

Figure 2.5: Openstack services

facilitates scalability and elasticity. Few services are presented in this section.

Compute: The OpenStack Compute service (nova) provides services to support
management of virtual machine instances at scale, instances that host multi-tiered
applications, dev/test environments.
Swift: The OpenStack ObjectStorage service (swift) provides support for storing
and retrieving arbitrary data in the cloud. This provides a high degree of resiliency
through data replication and can handle petabytes of data. It is best suited for
static data such as media files (MP3s, images, videos)
Cinder: The OpenStack BlockStorage service (cinder) provides persistent block
storage for compute instances. This creates software-defined storage via abstrac-
tion by virtualizing pools of block storage to a variety of back-end storage devices
which can be either software or traditional hardware storage.
Neutron: The OpenStack Networking service (neutron) enables to define, utilize
and consume network services to cloud users such as network connectivity, IP ad-
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dressing, DNS, DHCP, security groups etc. Networking components are neutron
server that runs on the network node to service the networking API and its ex-
tensions, neutron agent runs on each compute node to manage local virtual switch
configuration, DHCP agent responsible for maintaining DHCP configuration, L3
agent provides L3/NAT forwarding for external network access of VMs.
Horizon: The OpenStack Dashboard (horizon) provides a web-based interface.
Through this, users can provision, manage, and monitor their cloud resources.
These include uploading VM images, defining instance flavors, managing networks,
setting up security groups, starting instances, and accessing the instances through
a console.
Keystone: The OpenStack Identity service (keystone) provides authentication
and authorization with token, catalog, and policy services throughout the cloud
infrastructure. It is organized as a group of internal services exposed on one or
many endpoints. An authentication call validates user and project credentials with
the identity service and will create and return a token with the token service if
successful.
Glance: The OpenStack Image service (glance) provides disk image management
services. This provides image discovery, registration, and delivery services to the
compute service whenever needed. It has a RESTful API that allows querying of
VM image metadata as well as retrieval of the actual image.
Heat: The Openstack Orchestration service (heat) enables to automatically con-
figure, deploy and orchestrate resources in stacks. The orchestration stacks are
defined in templates, which describes tasks in terms of resources, parameters, in-
puts, constraints, and dependencies. The service runs HOT templates that are
written in YAML and also work with AWS CloudFormation templates. It is in-
tegrated with Openstack Dashboard, CLI and RESTful queries to perform stack
functions.
Ceilometer: The OpenStack data collection service (Ceilometer) is a component
of the Telemetry project used to provide customer billing, resource tracking, and
alarming capabilities across all OpenStack core components.

2.2.2 User Interaction with OpenStack

One can interact with OpenStack cloud either using OpenStackClient, Openstack
APIs, OpenStack Dashboard(Horizon). OpenStackClient is a command-line client
that brings the command set for Compute, Identity, Image, Object Storage and
Block Storage APIs together in a single shell with a uniform command struc-
ture. The OpenStack API is a RESTful web service endpoint to access, provision
and automate cloud-based resources. Typically, users access the API through
command-line utilities, language-specific libraries, or third-party tools.
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Horizon provides users with a web-based graphical interface to provision and ac-
cess the resources. This communicates with the back-end services through calls to
the OpenStack API. It is generally installed on controller node. Projects are orga-
nizational units in the cloud and are also known as tenants or accounts. Each user
is a member of one or more projects. If you have the appropriate privileges like
in Figure 2.6 as admin, we can create, view and manage the resources, including
instances, flavors, networks, images and so on.

Figure 2.6: Openstack dashboard

Usually, each and every resource in OpenStack is unique represented with a re-
source ID. These IDs can be used in HOT templates for creating a resource like
server, for example using an image ID in server template. We can also list different
resources from CLI, for example, flavor list can be found using the command "nova
flavor-list" and the list is shown in Figure 2.7 Similarly, CLI supports options like
create, delete, list, show, set of various resources.

Figure 2.7: Flavor list using CLI
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2.2.3 Openstack HEAT

OpenStack has an orchestrator called Heat. This is the subsystem devoted to
orchestration duties, therefore it allows declarative provisioning of infrastructure
resources[13]. Heat provides compatibility with the AWS CloudFormation tem-
plates so that the existing CloudFormation templates can also be launched on
OpenStack. Basically Heat allows developers to define in a Heat Orchestration
Template (It represents the application model), includes the requirements of an
application, defining how many (and, if needed, which) resources are needed to
deploy a multi-cloud application by executing appropriate OpenStack API calls.
The templates allow creation of most OpenStack resource types (such as instances,
floating ips, volumes, security groups, users, etc), as well as some more advanced
functionality such as instance high availability, instance autoscaling, and nested
stacks. Heat primarily manages infrastructure, but the templates integrate well
with software configuration management tools such as Puppet and Ansible.



Chapter 3
Related Work

The following chapter deals with the phase-1 of this thesis work. We introduce
you to related work on various orchestration tools that has been developed and
used for application deployment.

[14] presents Roboconf, a framework for deploying applications on hybrid clouds
was introduced and different experiments were conducted showing how Roboconf
outperforms other deployment tools based on features such as deployment time
for application, concurrent deployment, extensibility, scalability etc.

[15] covers different approaches for orchestration, classification of orchestrators
and high level comparision of orchestration tools. Cloud-agnostic/generic among
them include Terraform and Cloudify. The authors states the pros and cons of
using each orchestrator.

[16] is the review on various NFV orchestration tools that were emerged re-
cently. The author provides the technical overview on the the products such
as Open MANO, Cloudify, OpenBaton, Open-O, CORD, T-NOVA/TeNor and
SONATA. This article covers the overview and current state of the above tools.
In this work, the author states that projects such as Open MANO, Cloudify,
Open-O, CORD have gained strong community support compared to OpenBa-
ton, T-NOVA/TeNor and SONATA which attained less industry support and also
further sustainability might be challenging for these as they attracted very few
external contributors. Other aspects like compliance with NFV MANO reference
architecture, software architectures, capabilities of an orchestrator to provision
end to end service and interaction with relevant standardization bodies of these
orchestrators were also discussed by the author.

In paper[17], tools like Apache Brooklyn, Apache Stratos, Cloudify were graded
based on features such as cross cloud support, life cycle description, monitoring
and reusability of models etc. Since TOSCA standard is known for portability for

18
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describing topology required resources in cross cloud platforms, TOSCA imple-
mentation of Apache Brooklyn was also introduced in paper[18].



Chapter 4
Method

This chapter deals with the part of phase-1 of this work. As we have discussed
in section 1.4, we will develop a prototype for a virtual network function using a
cloud agnostic orchestrator, the following sections shows HEAT template syntax
for resources used by our VNF for which we need to develop a template using
cloud agnostic orchestrator.

Although the VNF we are dealing now has many resources but they are redundant,
we will look for the feasibility i.e whether these resources can be provisioned using
each orchestrator before we develop our prototype.

If an orchestrator can be used for developing a prototype it is better to consider
the following basic factors.

1. Support on multiple cloud platforms.

2. Orchestration platform features, template description and usage.

3. Community acceptance and developer support.

4.1 Virtual Network Function Description using
HEAT

The aim of this thesis is to deploy a VNF using cloud agnostic orchestrator(s).To
acheive this, we need to know whether the resources used by the VNF can be
supported by them. The VNF used for this work uses multiple resources of same
type. So, instead of writing down the entire template we discuss the types of the
resource used by VNF. The most basic HOT template may contain one or more
resources, description, parameters along with version tag.

heat_template_version:
Each template starts with the valid version of HOT, e.g. 2015-10-15. Newer ver-
sions have new features added.

20
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Description:
Thisisoptional.Itisgoodpracticeandinformativetogiveheadlinetothetem-
platesothatuserscanknowwhattheycando.Incaseforproviding multiline
text,canuseitas"description: >"

Parameters:
Thissectionisalsooptional.Itishelpfultocustomizethetemplate moreeasily
duringdeploymentinsteadofusinghardcodedassumptionsinproperties. The
correspondinginputparameterscanbeusedwithintrinsicfunctionby meansof
get_paramfunction.

Constraints:
Torestrictthevaluesfortheproperties,thiscanbedonebyaddingconstraints
sectionunderparametersallowinglistofvaluesasbelow:

parameters:
instance_type:

type:string
label:InstanceType
description: Typeofinstance(flavor)tobeused
constraints:

allowed_values:[ m1.medium, m1.large, m1.xlarge]
description: Value mustbeoneof m1.medium, m1.largeor m1.xlarge.

Outputs:
ThissectioncanbeusedtogettheoutputoftheresourcelikeIPaddressof
theserverafterdeployment. Itistypicallyaddressedusingintrinsicfunction
"get_attr"as:

outputs:
instance_ip:

description: TheIPaddressofthedeployedinstance
value:{get_attr:[my_instance,first_address]}

Resources:
There mustbeatleastoneresourcedefinedinthetemplate. Differentresources
likeServer, Port,network,Subnet,Floatingipetc. aredescribedinthelater
subsection.

Simplevirtual machine

HOTisanewtemplateformatmeanttoreplacetheHeatCloudFormation-compatible
format(CFN)asthenativeformatsupportedbytheHeatovertime.Inthissec-
tion,allthevirtualresourcesnecessaryfora VNFarewrittenina YAMLfile
alongwithversiontaganddescription.Initialtotheresourcecreation,tosepa-
rateresourcescreatedbyHEATfromotherresources,prefixisaddedtothename
ofeachresourceusingthesyntaxinparameterssectionas:

parameters:
Prefix:
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default : ’’
description : A prefix to be added to all objects names
label : Prefix
type: string

Each of the resources have the properties section, which defines a list of resource-
specific properties. The property value can be provided with some value or via
intrinsic functions like get_attr (references an attribute of a resource, i.e resolves
to the created resource at runtime), get_param (references an input parameter
of a template, i.e resolves to the value provided for input parameter at runtime).
Depending on the type of resource, the resource block might include more resource
specific data.

Network Resource:
Before launching an instance, we must create the necessary virtual network infras-
tructure using the OS::Neutron::Net resource type for creating a network. The
following is the syntax for network in HOT

Simple_Network:
properties :
name:
str_replace:
params:
$prefix :
get_param: Prefix

template: $prefixSimple_network
type: OS::Neutron::Net

Subnet Resource:
Subnets are used to assign IP addresses when new ports are created on a network,
the OS::Neutron::Subnet resource type is to provide a subnet for the network.
CIDR represents Network address in CIDR notation, where CIDR notation in-
cludes both the IP address and netmask. Network_id is the ID of the network in
which subnet is created.

Simple_Subnet:
properties :
cidr : 1.2.3.4/24
enable_dhcp: false
name:
str_replace:
params:
$prefix :
get_param: Prefix

template: $prefixSimple_subnet
network_id:
get_resource: Simple_Network

type: OS::Neutron::Subnet

Port Resource:
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UsinganOS::Neutron::Portresourcetype,weusuallycreatetheport.
Syntaxtocreateaportwithinabovespecifiednetworkis

Simple_Port:
properties:

name:
str_replace:

params:
$prefix:

get_param:Prefix
template:$prefixSimple_port

network_id:
get_resource:Simple_Network

type: OS::Neutron::Port

Compute Resource:
Thepropertiesincludes: metadatafieldisoptional,definestheresource-specific
metadata. Config_driveisusedtostoreinstance-specific metadata. Whenthe
configurationdriveisenabled,thecomputeservicewillcreateapartitiononthe
instancediskandwritetheconfigurationdrivedataontoitbeforeuse. Thisis
performedautomaticallyby manytools,suchascloud-initandcloudbase-init.
User_dataisusedtospecifythebootscriptsorcloudconfigurationtobepassed
totheinstance.Thisuser-dataismadeavailablefromconfiguredconfig-drive.The
user_data_formatpropertydetermineshowtheuser_datashouldbeformatted
fortheinstance.Finally,syntaxforcreatingserveris

Simple_Server:
properties:

config_drive:’true’
flavor:2vcpu_5120MBmem_160GBdisk
image:81f47c53eb5 45ec 9e51 0981a7da115/∗centos7Image∗/
availability_zone ="zone_1"
metadata:

ha policy: managed on host
name:

str_replace:
params:

$prefix:
get_param:Prefix

template:$prefixSimple_server
networks:

port:
get_resource:Simple_Port

user_data:somedummyconfig
user_data_format:RAW

type: OS::Nova::Server

Sofar, Asimplevirtual machinewithsingleportisdescribed. VNFwillhave
multipleVMsandeachVMconnectedwith multipleports. Moreover,fewports
alsorequirestaticmacaddressand"allowedaddresspairs"configuration.Thisis
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describedbelow

Port withstatic macaddress:
Inthis,portwithfixedmacaddressiscreated

Simple_Port:
properties:

mac_address:00:80:07:0E:0B:12
name:

str_replace:
params:

$prefix:
get_param:Prefix

template:$prefixSimple_port
network_id:

get_resource:Simple_Network
type: OS::Neutron::Port

Port withallowedaddresspairs:
Theallowedaddresspairextensionextendstheporttoenabletospecifyarbitrary
mac_addressandip_address(cidr)pairsthatareallowedtopassthroughaport
regardlessofthesubnetassociatedwiththenetwork.

Simple_Port:
properties:

allowed_address_pairs:
ip_address:0.0.0.0/0

name:
str_replace:

params:
$prefix:

get_param:Prefix
template:$prefixSimple_port

network_id:
get_resource:Simple_Network

type: OS::Neutron::Port

AlltheabovedescribedresourcescanbecreatedusingHEATintheformofstacks.
Stackisnothingbutthegroupofresources.StackofresourcesinHEATarecreated
withcommand"heatstack-create-ftemplate-namestack-name".Thestatusofthe
createdstackcanbeseenwithcommand"heatstack-showstack-name". Different
numberofstackscanbeshownusingthecommand"heatstack-list". Deleting
stackisdone withthecommand"heatstack-deletestack-name". Inasimilar
manner,AVNFwith multiplenumberofdifferentresourcescanbedescribedby
reusingtheabovementionedsyntax. Ourgoalistorepeattheaboveconfiguration
fortheresourcesusingothercloudagnosticorchestrationtools.
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4.2 Review on Orchestration tools
In this section, we see whether tools we identified in the chapter 3 can be used to
deploy our VNF. In this section, we consider the feasibility and factors supported
by the following deployment tools in designing our prototype for VNF deployment.

4.2.1 Support on Cloud platforms

Cloudify has support on Openstack, VMware, Amazon Web Services,
Google Cloud and also on Microsoft Azure[19].
OpenBaton,CORD/XOS andOpen-O has only support forOpenstack today[20].
T-NOVA/TeNor supports Openstack cloud[21].
Apache Brooklyn supports Openstack, Amazon Cloud stack[22] etc.
Apache Stratos has support on Google cloud,Openstack and Amazon Web
Services[23].
SONATA supports only OpenStack for today.
Roboconf supports OpenStack, Amazon Web Services, VMware, Mi-
crosoft Azure and Cloud stack[24].
Terraform can be used to deploy on almost all popular cloud platforms[25].
OSM has support for OpenStack, VMware and OpenVIM [26].

4.2.2 Resource Support

From the previous section, we can see that Cloudify, Apache stratos, Apache
Brooklyn, OSM, Terraform, Roboconf has support on muliple cloud platforms and
remaining orchestrators has initial support for openstack and under development
and some don’t even have initial codebase for support on other clouds. For this
work, it is a mandatory criteria that these orchestrators support the deployment of
resources used by VNF (in section 4.1) as we show deployment in the next chapter.

At the time of this work, OSM has release1, we found few limitations on cloud-
init. In paper[26], it was stated that "no user-supplied cloud-init script is allowed".
This will not support one of our requirement as cloud-init is used for the initial
configuration of many VMs used by our VNF.
All resources used by our VNF can be described using Terraform[25].

All the resources that are described using HOT in the previous section are also
supported by Cloudify[19].

Apache Stratos has very basic support and couldn’t provide a way to create
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network resources like port[23].

Apache Brooklyn can be used to deploy applications on existing resources. We
can create a VM and configure the VM to host our application as it appears in
OpenStack under locations in [27], but it does not have much support for other
type of resources.

Roboconf has similar issues as Apache Brooklyn.

4.2.3 Orchestration Platform Features

From the tools we found, many of them support TOSCA (Topology and Orchestra-
tion Specification for Cloud Applications)[28] which is a standard for describing
VNF templates and offers inter-operability i.e the same template used for one
cloud platform can also be used for other platforms. OSM, Open Baton, Open-O,
CORD/XOS uses TOSCA for VNF description. Terraform uses HCL (Hashicorp
Configuration Language) which is not inter-operable but easier to write and more
human readable when compared to TOSCA. OSM, Open-O, Cloudify are compli-
ant with ETSI MANO reference architecture i.e they will have components like
VIM, VNFM as described in Background (chapter2) where as CORD/XOS does
not have any reference. Cloudify template uses syntax which is based on TOSCA.

4.2.4 Maturity, Community Acceptance and Developer Sup-
port

Out of all the tools mentioned above, Cloudify is relatively there for longer time
and attracted many developers. Terraform has gained good community support
and acceptance for its simplicity and easy usage. Current state of OpenBaton, T-
NOVA/TeNor and SONATA shows that these tools gained less industry support
and involvement of contributors. Apache brooklyn, Apache stratos, Roboconf and
others has less community support when compared with Cloudify and Terraform.
OSM has introduced in 2016 which is latest of all and attracted many developers
with its initial releases, Release 0 and Release 1 supporting three cloud platforms.

4.3 Summary
Although a lot of frameworks were introduced, only few can be used to deploy
applications. Out of all tools, only few fits our purpose. From above criterion,
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we found that Cloudify and Terraform can be used to deploy our VNF applica-
tion. Many tools have compliance with ETSI MANO architecture but has initial
support only on OpenStack and have very less support for other cloud platforms.
Terraform is not introduced for NFV but introduced as cloud agnostic orchestrator
to support deployments on multiple cloud platforms. Today, Cloudify and OSM
appears as good NFV orchestrators as they have compliance with ETSI and gained
good community support and can be used for deployments on multiple cloud plat-
forms. We cannot use OSM as stated in section 4.2.1. Tools such as Apache
Brooklyn, Apache Stratos and Roboconf cannot be used to create all the infras-
tructure needed by applications. Terraform has easy and human readable syntax
and Cloudify syntax is based on TOSCA. We try to create virtual infrastructure
using Cloudify and Terraform in the next chapter.



Chapter 5
VNF Description and Orchestration using

Terraform

In this chapter, we install orchestrator, describe infrastructure in a syntax compat-
ible with it and then execute the code for creating, updating and deleting virtual
resources. Usually VNFs are a combination of complex software modules hosted
on many virtual machines with many ports attached from different networks to-
gether provide some functionality. Our VNF has 5 servers, 27 ports, 11 subnets,
11 networks, 1 keypair. So, therefore we consider different scenarios where each
scenario deals with creation of few resources needed by VNF. After writing syntax
for each resource it would be easier to create a VNF template as discussed above.

In the simple virtual machine scenario as in Figure 5.1, we create a topology
with network, subnet, port and VM. We will describe these resources using Ter-
raform supported templates and create topology. For now, centos7 image is used
for VM. Cloud-init is used to configure network interface of the VM. This can also
be tested in the following scenario. In the second scenario as in Figure 5.2, we
will see how to attach a static mac address and allowed pairs property to a port.
To test these, we will ping from one of the VMs to other VM. In third scenario,
Figure 5.3, we test the ssh key pair that is attached during VM for remote login.
We see how to attach multiple interfaces to our VM as VMs of our VNF contains
multiple ports from different subnets. Multicloud orchestration can be used to cre-
ate resources on the both cloud platforms, we will try to create network resources
on both OpenStack cloud platforms as shown in Figure 5.4. Resources created are
shown after the description of each scenario and resource IDs can be checked for
verification.
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Figure 5.1: Simple virtual machine

Figure 5.2: Multiple ports attached to VM
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Figure 5.3: Virtual router and remote login

Figure 5.4: Multicloud orchestraion
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5.1 Openstack Architecture and Orchestrator Setup
Orchestrators are going to be analysed on existing OpenStack environment like in
Figure 5.5 in this thesis. An OpenStack architecture usually consists of controller
nodes and compute nodes. We launch VMs on compute nodes on top of hypervisor
(KVM). All the services such as nova, neutron, horizon, keystone, heat, glance are
installed. Cloudify, Terraform can be installed on any machine which is inside
the cloud or outside cloud. The only requirement is the machine needs to reach
keystone service of the cloud. Since they are multicloud orchestrators, they are
usually installed outside cloud environments so that they can interact with many
clouds but installation with in the cloud environment can also be done on a VM
or controller for orchestration with in the same cloud.

Figure 5.5: Openstack architecture and orchestrator setup
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5.2 Terraform

5.2.1 Installation

In this section, we will install Terraform on CentOS 7 64 bit on a virtual ma-
chine existing inside an OpenStack environment. Installation can be done on any
machine that has access to keystone. Here we are installing Terraform on a VM
with in an OpenStack environment which is not mandatory. The latest version of
Terraform (0.9.11) can be downloaded as Zip package based on operating system
and architecture from Hashicorp site.

The following are the steps to install Terraform on Linux 64 bit machine.

1. Lets create a directory "orchestration" for storing zip file of Terraform.

2. Navigate into the directory.

3. Using curl download the terraform zip file and unzip it as shown in Figure .

4. Check the files using "ls" command as shown in Figure 5.6.

5. Add the current directory to PATH variable in .bashrc file as shown in Figure
5.7.

6. Relogin to new terminal session to reflect the changes.

7. Check using "terraform" command for successful installation as shown in
Figure 5.8.

5.3 Orchestration Template Description and De-
ployment

Terraform uses Terraform configuration files to describe infrastructure. In this
section, we will describe all the virtual resources needed by a VNF in a Terraform
configuration file and show how to build, update and destroy the virtual resources.
Generally compute, network and storage resources are required to host a VNF.

We will try to describe syntax of these resources in supported syntax in .tf file.
Terraform supports JSON format and its own format called HCL. We use HCL
as it is more human-readable compared to JSON and also allows us to write com-
ments in between the code. Terraform configuration consists of blocks of code
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Figure 5.6: Terraform Installation
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Figure 5.7: Terraform Installation
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Figure 5.8: Terraform Installation
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where each block corresponds to a resource or provider. The provider block de-
scribes the cloud platform that Terraform going to interact or create resources and
resource block describes the type of resource whether its port or VM or network etc.

we first explore all the type of resources required by VNF separately and then
consider the case of VNF(appendix).

5.3.1 Simple Virtual Machine

Since installation of Terraform has done in the previous section, we start describing
virtual resources in a file using text editor. As Terraform loads all the files inside
a directory for creating resources, lets create a new directory and a file inside a
directory for describing virtual resources needed by our VM. Lets create a directory
"terraform" and write down the above syntax in a file called "template1.tf" using
any text editor. Here we use nano. We follow the below steps on the terminal.

1. create directory using command "mkdir terraform"

2. navigate using command "cd terraform"

3. create directory using command "mkdir simple_vm"

4. navigate using command "cd simple_vm"

5. create and open a new file using command "nano simple_vm.tf"

6. write down the below provider syntax and save using ctrl+o

Figure 5.9: Creating and saving "simple_vm1.tf" using nano

Provider

To create virtual resources, terraform needs a provider configuration, the following
code in Figure 5.10 describes syntax for Openstack provider:

provider "openstack" {
user_name = "admin"
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password = "admin"
tenant_name = "admin"
auth_url = "https://myauthurl:5000/v2.0"
insecure = "true"
}

Figure 5.10: Provider syntax in simple_vm.tf file

Network Resources

Now lets write a code for creating a network inside OpenStack provider environ-
ment. But before that, to seperate resources created by Terraform from other
resources, we will add a prefix to the name of each resource created by Terraform
using following variable syntax.

variable "Prefix" {
default = "Terraform_"
}

The following is the syntax for creating a network in HCL. The first keyword
"resource" used to declare type of block, the second word describes type of re-
source and third is for the name of the resource.
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resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network"
admin_state_up = "true"
region = "RegionOne"
value_specs{

"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3201"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

Lets continue writing above code in simple_vm.tf file using nano and save as
we have done before.

Figure 5.11: Adding syntax for creating network in simple_vm.tf using nano

Since we have written syntax for provider and also for network in Figure 5.11,
we will now create a network resource inside our OpenStack environment using
Terraform. Terraform has a feature for showing execution plan. "terraform plan"
command shows what changes would Terraform apply if the code is executed.

If the plan doesn’t raise any syntax error, then the syntax is valid. To create
resources, run command "terraform apply". The output from terraform apply
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Figure 5.12: Output of terraform plan

command in Figure 5.13, we can see that the creation of network is completed. To
see more information about created resources, as in 5.14, run command "terraform
show". We have created network successfully using Terraform.

Subnets are used to assign IP addresses when new ports are created on a network.
So Now lets create subnet and port on our existing network.
To create subnet, we add the following syntax in template1.tf as in 5.15.
/*Creating subnet in a "Simple_Network"*/
resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network_subnet"
cidr = "10.94.51.208/29"
enable_dhcp = "false"
}

Now we write syntax to create a port that we attach to the VM, the following
syntax in 5.16 for creating a port on a network
resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network_port" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network.id}"
fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network_subnet.id"
}
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Figure 5.13: Output of terraform apply command

Figure 5.14: Output of terraform show command
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Figure 5.15: Adding syntax for creating a subnet in simple_vm.tf

admin_state_up = "true"
}

"terraform plan" in 5.17 validates syntax and terraform apply in 5.18 creates sub-
net and port and "terraform show" command shows the resources as in 5.19 created
within the directory
Now, the final step is to create a VM with userdata and above created port at-
tached to it as shown in 5.20, 5.21.
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Figure 5.16: Adding syntax for creating a port in simple_vm.tf

Compute resource

/*creating a VM and attaching to Network */
resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "Simple_VM" {
name = "${var.Prefix}_Simple_VM"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "821f47c5-3eb5-45ec-9e51-0981a7da115c" /*centos7 image*/
flavor_name = "2vcpu_5120MBmem_160GBdisk"
user_data = "${file("userdata.conf")}"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY" /*can be any name*/
metadata{
ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.Simple_Network_port.id}"
}
}

The output from above terraform apply command in 5.22, we can see that VM
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Figure 5.17: Terraform plan validates the syntax

Figure 5.18: Output of terraform apply
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Figure 5.19: Output of terraform show

Figure 5.20: Syntax for creating VM
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Figure 5.21: Userdata.conf for the VM

creation has completed(Figure 4.32). All the resources created so far can be seen
using command "terraform show" in Figure 5.23

So far we have seen how to create a VM with single port attached. Our VNF
will have few more VMs with each VM connected with multiple ports. Few ports
also needs static mac address and "allowed address pairs" configuration. The
following section covers all these features. "terraform destroy" command inside a
directory can be used to destroy above created resources. As shown in the previous
section, it is better to create a new directory for a new configuration file.
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Figure 5.22: Output of terraform apply command

Results of Simple Virtual Machine

Openstack has command-line clients that brings the command set for Compute,
Identity, Image, Object Storage and Block Storage APIs for controlling Open-
Stack. Before you can issue commands on controller node with nova,neutron or
glance etc for listing the resources created by orchestrator and to verify them,user
must ensure that environment contains the necessary variables so that user can
prove to the CLI who you are and what credentials you have to issue the com-
mands. we use neutron shell utility interacts with OpenStack Networking API
from the command-line which supports the entire features of OpenStack Network-
ing API. we use nova shell utility interacts with OpenStack compute API from the
command-line which supports the entire features of OpenStack Networking API.
Similarly we have glance for Storage and other clients for other services.As we have
seen in Section 2.2.2 we can also use horizon for interacting with OpenStack and
also to view the resources inside our openstack cloud platform.

For Network Resources,
To view the networks created on openstack we use "neutron net-list"
To view the subnets created on openstack we use "neutron subnet-list"
To view the subnets created on openstack we use "neutron port-list"
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Figure 5.23: Output of terraform show command
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To view the routers created on openstack we use "neutron router-list" For compute
Resources,
To view the servers created on openstack we use "nova list"
To view the keypairs created on openstack we use "nova keypair-list"
we can also use openstack commandline client i.e we can use openstack command
for any service. For Instance instead of "nova list" we can use "openstack server
list". we can also use horizon as shown in Section 2.2.2. But here we use mostly
command-line client commands for verifying results Using horizon we can get ac-
cess to the console of Virtual Machine as follows
After logged into dashboard, on left side under instances tab we can view virtual
machines as shown in Figure 5.24.
clicking on the highlighted tabs will give access to GUI of the VM which is all
needed to verify the results of this thesis.

Figure 5.24: Horizon dashboard showing VM created

Figure 5.25: Virtual Machine Details

The following figure 5.27 shows the resources created during Simple Virtual
Machine Scenario by Terraform on our openstack cloud.
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Figure 5.26: console of VM

Figure 5.28 is the result of logging into the VM with the credentials given in
userdata script. We can see that ip address of the created VM configured is same
as the one provided in the userdata in Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.27: Resources created in simple virtual machine scenario

Figure 5.28: Cloud-init behaviour, user and password configuration from user data

Figure 5.29: Cloud-init behaviour, eth0 is configured from user data
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5.3.2 Multiple ports, Ports with Static mac addresses and
Allowed address pairs

This section is almost same as previous section, we just add allowed address pairs
and static mac address to ports that will be attached to the VM.(see Resource
Simple_Network1_port and Simple_Network2_port in the following template)

provider "openstack" {
user_name = "admin"
password = "admin"
tenant_name = "admin"
auth_url = "https://pcccpod013-ceecc.seln.ete.ericsson.se:5000/v2.0"
insecure = "true"

}

variable "Prefix" {
default = "Terraform_"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network1"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3201"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network2"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3202"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network1_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network1.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network1_subnet"
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cidr = "10.94.51.208/29"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network2_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network2.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network2_subnet"
cidr = "10.94.51.216/29"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

/*port with allowed address pair attribute configured */
resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network1_port" {

name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network1_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network1.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network1_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}
/*port with static mac address assigned */
resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network2_port" {

name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network2_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network2.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network2_subnet.id}"

}
mac_address ="00:80:37:0E:0B:12"

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "Simple_VM1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_VM1"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "821f47c5-3eb5-45ec-9e51-0981a7da115c"
flavor_name = "m1.xlarge"
user_data = "${file("userdata.conf")}"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
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metadata {
ha-policy = "managed-on-host"

}

/*Multiple ports attached to the VM*/
network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.Simple_Network1_port.id}"

}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.Simple_Network2_port.id}"

}

}

#cloud-config
ssh_pwauth: True
chpasswd:
list: |
root:root

expire: false
write_files:
- content: |

TYPE=Ethernet
BOOTPROTO=static
IPADDR=10.94.51.212
GATEWAY=10.94.51.209
NETMASK=255.255.255.248
DEVICE=eth0
ONBOOT=yes

path: /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0
owner: root:root
permissions: ’0644’

runcmd:
- ifdown eth0
- ifup eth0
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Results of Virtual Machine with Multiple ports, ports with static mac
addresses and allowed address pairs

As VM is configured to have multiple ports with static mac address and allowed
address pairs in this scenario. The following Figure 5.30 shows the resources cre-
ated with multiple ports attached to VM by Terraform on our OpenStack cloud.
We could see couple of networks, subnets and ports listed along with the VM con-
figured with two ip addresses.

It is seen that the port with the property of allowed address pairs have auto-
matically assigned mac address in Figure 5.31.

Also in the Figure 5.32 has a mac address configured accordingly same as it is
provided.

In the similar manner in Figure 5.33, we can see the ip addresses of the VM
attached with 2 ports. one with the ip address (allowed address pairs) and other
with static mac address.

Figure 5.30: Multiple ports attached to VM
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Figure 5.31: Port with allowed address-pair configured

5.3.3 Virtual Router and Remote Login
In this section, we create two VMs in different subnets, add them as interfaces to
virtual router and test allowed address pairs and remote login from one VM to
other VM through ssh. The following resources are created. Lets create a new
directory "multivm" and write the following configuration in "multivm.tf" file.

provider "openstack" {
user_name = "admin"
password = "admin"
tenant_name = "admin"
auth_url = "https://myauthurl:5000/v2.0"
insecure = "true"

}

variable "Prefix" {
default = "Terraform_"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network1"
admin_state_up = "true"
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Figure 5.32: Port with static mac address
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Figure 5.33: Multiple ports attached to VM and eth1 with static mac address

value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3201"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network2"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3202"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network1_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network1.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network1_subnet"
cidr = "10.94.51.208/29"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network2_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network2.id}"
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name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network2_subnet"
cidr = "10.94.51.216/29"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

/*creating a virtual router and adding subnets as interfaces*/

resource "openstack_networking_router_v2" "router_1" {
name = "Terraform_VR"

}

resource "openstack_networking_router_interface_v2" "router_interface_1" {
router_id = "${openstack_networking_router_v2.router_1.id}"
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network1_subnet.id}"

}

resource "openstack_networking_router_interface_v2" "router_interface_2" {
router_id = "${openstack_networking_router_v2.router_1.id}"
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network2_subnet.id}"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network1_port" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network1_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network1.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network1_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}
resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network2_port" {

name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_Network2_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network2.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network2_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
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}
}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "Simple_VM1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_VM1"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "821f47c5-3eb5-45ec-9e51-0981a7da115c"
flavor_name = "m1.xlarge"
user_data = "${file("userdata1.conf")}"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata {

ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.Simple_Network1_port.id}"

}

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "Simple_VM2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Simple_VM2"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "821f47c5-3eb5-45ec-9e51-0981a7da115c"
flavor_name = "m1.xlarge"
user_data = "${file("userdata2.conf")}"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY1"
metadata {

ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.Simple_Network2_port.id}"

}

}

Çreate the file userdata1.conf for VM1 with the following cloud-init configuration

#cloud-config
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ssh_pwauth: True
chpasswd:
list: |
root:root

expire: false
write_files:
- content: |

TYPE=Ethernet
BOOTPROTO=static
IPADDR=10.94.51.212
GATEWAY=10.94.51.209
NETMASK=255.255.255.248
DEVICE=eth0
ONBOOT=yes

path: /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0
owner: root:root
permissions: ’0644’

runcmd:
- ifdown eth0
- ifup eth0

Çreate the file userdata2.conf for VM2 with the following cloud-init configuration

#cloud-config
ssh_pwauth: True
chpasswd:
list: |
root:root

expire: false
write_files:
- content: |

TYPE=Ethernet
BOOTPROTO=static
IPADDR=10.94.51.219
GATEWAY=10.94.51.217
NETMASK=255.255.255.248
DEVICE=eth0
ONBOOT=yes

path: /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0
owner: root:root
permissions: ’0644’

- content: |
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-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----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-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

path: /ssh_key
owner: root:root
permissions: ’0400’

runcmd:
- ifdown eth0
- ifup eth0

We use above userdata files to configure the interfaces of two VMs. After cre-
ating all the three files multivm.tf, userdata1.conf and userdata2.conf, validation
of configuration can be checked with "terraform plan" command. If errors do not
raise, then execute "terraform apply" on terminal as in Figure ??. "terraform
show" command shows all the resources created by the configuration file(s) within
the directory.
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55

Figure 5.34: output of terraform apply command
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Results of Virtual Router and Remote Login

The following Figure 5.35 shows the resources created during Virtual router and
remote login scenario by Terraform on our OpenStack cloud and ip configuration
in Figure 5.36 . We see that the additionally virtual router is created along with
other resources. In the Figure 5.37, there is a file named ssh_key injected into the
VM2 using the userdata, where the content of this file includes the private key of
VM1.

It is necessary to verify the network configurations of the two VMs since there
is a way to perform ping remotely.

Finally, We tried to verify the login to other VM configured on another subnet
remotely as in Figure 5.38. It is seen that we are successful in logging into Ter-
raform_Simple_VM1 from Terraform_Simple_VM2.

Figure 5.35: Resources created during Virtual router and remote login scenario

Figure 5.36: Login and static ip address configuration using userdata
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Figure 5.37: SSH_key injected using userdata and Network interface configuration
check using ping

Figure 5.38: Remote login to a VM configured in another subnet
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5.3.4 Multicloud Orchestration
In this section, we will try to the network resources using one single template on
multiple cloud platforms. Here we are considering two openstack clouds. Each
cloud provider can be given an alias name and this name can be used to specify
the resource on which it has to be created. The following template shows how to
create resources on both the clouds.

provider "openstack" {
alias="cloud1"
user_name = "admin"
password = "admin"
tenant_name = "admin"
auth_url = "https://cloud1_auth_url:5000/v2.0"
insecure = "true"

}

provider "openstack" {
alias="cloud2"
user_name = "admin"
password = "admin"
tenant_name = "admin"
auth_url = "https://cloud2_auth_url:5000/v2.0"
insecure = "true"

}

variable "Prefix1" {
default = "cloud1_terraform_"

}

variable "Prefix2" {
default = "cloud2_terraform_"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network1" {
provider = "openstack.cloud1"
name = "${var.Prefix1}Simple_Network1"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3102"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
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}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network1_subnet" {
provider = "openstack.cloud1"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network1.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix1}Simple_Network1_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.0.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network1_port" {
provider = "openstack.cloud1"
name = "${var.Prefix1}Simple_Network1_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network1.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network1_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Simple_Network2" {
provider = "openstack.cloud2"
name = "${var.Prefix1}Simple_Network2"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3102"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Simple_Network2_subnet" {
provider = "openstack.cloud2"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network2.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix1}Simple_Network2_subnet"
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cidr = "172.31.0.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "Simple_Network2_port" {
provider = "openstack.cloud2"
name = "${var.Prefix1}Simple_Network2_port"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network2.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Simple_Network2_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

Terraform apply creates resources on cloud1 and cloud2 as shown in below
figure 5.39.
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Figure 5.39: Creating resources on multiple cloud platforms
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Results of Multi Cloud Orchestration

The following result shows the resources created during Multi cloud orchestration
scenario by Terraform on our OpenStack cloud. This is one of the very interesting
verifications in this work since resources are managed on two different cloud con-
figuration simultaneously by single orchestrator.
The following figure shows the network resources created by Terraform on Open-
Stack cloud1.

Figure 5.40: Resources created on cloud1

The following figure shows the network resources created by Terraform on Open-
Stack cloud2.

Figure 5.41: Resources created on cloud2



Chapter 6
Results and Discussion

This section confers about the verification and validation of phase-2 mentioned in
research methodology section. A prototype is developed to evaluate the generic
deployment environment. As a proof of concept, in the previous section, we defined
the orchestration templates and analyzed by verifying whether the orchestration
engine can use those templates to create various resources in our OpenStack cloud
environment. A discussion structured in questioning-answering manner is provided
to express the benefit of this thesis work.

6.1 Analysis of Terraform
From all the scenarios described in chapter 5 and Results shows that we can deploy
the resources required for VNF using terraform which is primary goal of our work.
As we have seen how to create resources using Terraform, this section highlights
some of the features we observed and also more other details of Terraform.
Installation of Terraform is so easy as we have seen in section 5.2.1. Terraform uses
HCL as syntax which is very easy to codify and human readable. Terraform does
not have any GUI and cannot be used for monitoring unlike with ETSI MANO
based orchestrators.

As we have seen Terraform support orchestration on multiple clouds in section
5.3.4. The cloud provider configuration can be hard coded into template and pro-
vided to the resource using provider attribute on each resource as we have seen
in multi-cloud orchestration scenario.Here we have shown two clouds as openstack
but cloud provider can be different cloud platform.

Terraform has feature to validate the configuration using terraform plan.It also
shows what resources going to be added before creating and also shows what re-
sources are to be destroyed before destroying the created resources.
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Cloud-configuration for cloud-init is provided as file path for userdata field similar
to HEAT orchestrator. All the requirements needed by VNF are supported by
Terraform as it is shown in Appendix 8.1.

Terraform can bring the already existing resources to its management using ter-
raform import feature. Terraform can recreate any resource using terraform "taint"
feature. Both are described later in this section. Terraform can support two differ-
ent formats HCL and JSON. HCL is more readable compared to JSON as shown
below.

The code for creating a network resource is described below in the both formats.
JSON is less human readable and does not allow to write comments.Hence, we
preferred HCL for describing resources needed.

Figure 6.1: HCL syntax
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Figure 6.2: JSON syntax
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To create or destroy resources using Terraform, we need to create a new direc-
tory and create a file with .tf extension where we write our configuration in HCL.
Syntax or configuration for resources can be validated using "terraform plan" and
it also shows what changes are going to occur to our current state infrastructure.
Terraform loads all the files with in the directory. i.e is multiple configuration files
can be used to create resources at once using "terraform apply" which loads all
the .tf or .tf.json files with in the directory.
If the blueprint is invalid, terraform plan command does not show execution

Figure 6.3: Validating blueprint using terraform plan

Figure 6.4: Validating blueprint using terraform validate

plan rather shows where the configuration is illegal and shows the line where error
has occured as in 6.3. The correct plan shows what changes Terraform applies to
current state. "Terraform validate" in 6.4 also can be used to validate blueprint
but "terraform plan" shows more information as seen in the figure 6.5.

The output show a "+" next to "openstack_networking_network_v2.Simple_Network",
meaning that Terraform will create this resource when "terraform apply" as in 6.6
is used. Output aslo has attributes that are set with given values and few values
displayed as <computed>, which means this values won’t be known until the re-
source is created.
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Figure 6.5: Valid blueprint showing execution plan

Terraform can import any existing resource into its management or control. To
explain these lets create simple resource inside our OpenStack. Then use import
command as shown below. Terraform output plan then shows the resource will be
destroyed on next apply as in 6.10. To avoid these, we need to write HCL code
for the newly imported resource and then if we notice of the output of "terraform
plan" will remove the previously destroy plan. Since the new resource is now under
terraform control, "terraform destroy" delete all the resources that are created by
Terraform which are previously created with in the same directory configuration
files.

To import a resource we need to input resource_type.resource_name followed
by Id of the resource created. Here simple_Network1 which can be imported as
shown below and terraform show command output shows that Simple_Network1
which we have created is now under terraform management. Following figures
summarizes overall explaination.
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Figure 6.6: "Terraform apply" creates the resources

Figure 6.7: "Terraform show" list the resources created
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Figure 6.8: Creating a resource to import

Figure 6.9: Importing the resource to terraform management
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Figure 6.10: Terraform plan shows it deletes the imported resource on next apply

Figure 6.11: Adding the configuration for imported resource
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Figure 6.12: Terraform plan output after adding the configuration for imported
resource

Figure 6.13: Terraform destroy output,destroys two resources
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Figure 6.14: Resource is destroyed by terraform

6.2 Answers to Research Questions
RQ1: What are the different cloud agnostic orchestrators available?
RA1: This is answered by following phase-1 mentioned in the Research Method-
ology section. Different cloud agnostic orchestrators available are OSM, Open-O,
Terraform, Open MANO, Cloudify, OpenBaton, CORD, T-NOVA/TeNor, Apache
Brooklyn, Apache Stratos and SONATA.

RQ2: What are the major differences between them? Which generic
orchestrators can be used today for application deployment and why?
RA2: As we know from RA1 that many cloud agnostic orchestrators were emerged
today, the major differences between them are drawn from Methodology (chap-
ter4) are
1. Few tools have less community acceptance, thereby it is challenging to sustain
in the market.
2. Template Description.
3. Compilance with the NFV-MANO reference architecture.
The answer for choosing Cloudify and Terraform as optimal solutions in this thesis
is stated in Summary of methodology(section 4.3).
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Figure 6.15: Marking a resource to taint
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Figure 6.16: Destroys and Creates the tainted resource

RQ3: How different is the prototype developed for a VNF using Ter-
raform compared with Openstack HEAT?
RA3: The following answer highlights the major differences between Heat and
Terraform.
Heat and Terraform both has Command line interface. Like any other compo-
nent in OpenStack HEAT can use Horizon as GUI for user Interaction. Similar to
HEAT, Terraform is also not introduced as NFV orchestrator but as a cloud ag-
nostic orchestrator.The following two major aspects helps in understanding their
differences.

Template description Heat uses HOT(Heat Orchestration Template) for de-
scribing resources.It uses YAML [29]. From the section 4.1, we have shown how
to write syntax for deploying few resources. As seen in chapter 5, Terraform uses
HCL for resource configuration or description.The cloud platform details are pro-
vided under Provider block in the template. Resource blocks are analogous to
resources in HOT syntax where you write all the resources used by template. For
each block, the prefix differentiates the type i.e it can be provider(where we spec-
ify details of cloud platform),resource or variable.In case of resource, we specify
type followed by name and curly braces with the properties of resource. HOT
components is mapped to HCL in the figure 6.30. Relationship between resources
are done by "get_resource" in HOT where as in HCL,they are specified using re-
sourcetype.name as shown in figure 6.29.
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Figure 6.17: HCL components

Figure 6.18: Mapping heat resources to HCL
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Operation or Usage We here use section 6.1 for comparing usage of Terraform
with Heat. it loads all the files with in the directory when it creates the infras-
tructure. It looks for .tf or .tf.json since it support two types of syntax.
Heat uses YAML file to create "Stack" which is nothing but a bunch of resources
you create on executing these yaml file (ends with .yaml).

Heat and Terraform both provide a way to validate templates before they
use."heat template-validate -f FILENAME" and using Terraform, "terrform plan"
in the configuration directory validates the configuration as shown in section 6.1.

"heat stack-create -f stackname.yaml STACK NAME"
"heat stack-update -f stackname.yaml STACK NAME"
"heat stack-delete -f stackname.yaml STACK NAME"

are used for create,update and delete stack using Heat where as Terraform uses
"terrfarm apply" to create,update infrastructure and "terraform destroy" to delete
infrastructure. "terraform plan" command can be used the list of the resources
and "terraform plan-destroy" before deleting resources.

RQ4: What are the major differences between Cloudify and Terraform
?
RA4: This answer deals with the comparision of the tools Cloudify and Terraform.
The answer to this research question is answered using the major differences that
we have identified during our work on Terraform and from cloudify [30]. Both of
the orchestrators are treated as pure-play cloud agnostic orchestrators and they
aren’t bound to a specific infrastructure or container technology.

As a simple to use tool, Terraform can be installed very easily as in section 5.2.1 in
. Whereas, installation of Cloudify CLI is easy but bootstraping the manager or
UI which resides inside the cloud platform needs additional efforts. Cloudify’s UI
provides features provided by the CLI and also other features shown in Appendix.

The descriptive language for writing infrastructure as code is different. Terraform
uses HCL (Kind of JSON) as syntax which is very easy to understand when com-
pared to the Cloudfiy DSL which is based on TOSCA. TOSCA is becoming the
de-facto standard for service descriptions enabling interoperability.

Terraform does not have compilance with the standard ETSI MANO related enti-
ties and whereas, Cloudify follows the standards and is involved in various standard
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frameworks.

Both of the orchetstrators allows to define VIM or cloud platform details hard-
coded in to the template. This allows the resources to be created on multiple cloud
platforms using one single template at once using a single orchestrator.

We can use the existing cloud resources in Cloudify by enabling use_external_resource
feature to true, whereas in Terraform, we can bring the already existing resources
to its management using terraform import feature. Terraform can recreate any
resource using terraform "taint" feature.

Terraform has feature to validate the configuration using terraform plan. It also
shows what resources going to be added before creating and also shows what re-
sources are to be destroyed before destroying the created resources. But Cloudify
only has a validation blueprint command.

Terraform provides feature to deploy multiple blueprints or configuration files but
files needs to be located in different directories as Terraform loads all the config-
urations within directory. Cloudify CLI cannot be used for actual deployment as
we have discussed in simple virtual machine scenario. It does not allow multiple
deployments at once. But developing and validating blueprint using CLI avoid
overhead of uploading blueprints to manager and then deploying it using manager
is a time consuming procedure, also involves extra steps.

Cloudify is emerging with great progress with enhancements to its telecom edi-
tion. On the other hand, Terraform is not emerged for NFV but still has support
on almost all popular cloud providers.
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Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions
In this pilot study, we investigated on cloud agnostic tools that can be used for
application deployment today.We have used terraform and cloudify as orchestra-
tion tools for a deploying Virtual Network functions in OpenStack cloud. These
tools aren’t bound to a specific infrastructure or any container technology rather
they are application-centric.

Though many orchestrators were introduced, only few has support on multiple
cloud platforms and few do not support some features like we discussed in sec-
tions 4.2, 4.3. Cloudify and Terraform both can be used to deploy applications on
multiple cloud platforms but Terraform never provides cloud platform abstraction
where as future versions of Cloudify might use only one template for any cloud as
TOSCA provide interoperability. Since as of today, both tools do not provide the
cloud platform abstraction. Terraform can be used for its simple and easy usage.
Cloudify fits perfectly to ETSI MANO NFV framework and can be useful for ap-
plication monitoring as well. Terraform is used only for application deployment.
Using Cloudify obviously has an advantage as it provides features for monitoring.

Through the advantage of using these proposed orchestration templates for virtual
applications, we can define the service more easily and simplify the complexities.
We can make our orchestration template more reusable and flexible and improve
the performance in the multi-cloud deployments.

7.2 Future Work
In this thesis study, we presented generic orchestration systems using OpenStack
cloud. Following this work, we plan to further evaluate using VMware, Amazon
Web services and on other cloud platforms. Deploying VNFs using OpenSource
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MANO(OSM) and comparing with cloudify can be a good future study.
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Chapter 8
Appendix

This section describes the scripts which were developed to deploy our VNF (MME)
in this thesis.MME is called mobility management entity which is key node in core
network of LTE (long term evolution)[31].This node is virtualized and runs as
software module on VMs. All the four scenarios discussed above will serve as
proof of concept for deploying our VNF. Our VNF will have more number of
resources with minor variations. Multiple VMs with different qcow2 images are
used where in the above sections we have used only centos7 image. The support
for networking is provided through cloud-init. The verification of VNF deployment
can be done by ping to ip address 10.94.51.177 which is provided in cloud-config
file through userdata. Overall, the method remains same as any of the scenario
we have seen in chapter 5.

8.1 VNF deployment using Terraform

8.1.1 HCL configuration for our VNF
provider "openstack" {

user_name = "admin"
password = "admin"
tenant_name = "admin"
auth_url = "https://myauthurl:5000/v2.0"
insecure = "true"

}

variable "Prefix" {
default = "TERRAFORM"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Admin" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Admin"
admin_state_up = "true"
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value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3102"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Admin_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Admin_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.0.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "FSB-1_11_Admin" {
name = "${var.Prefix}FSB-1.11_Admin"
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Admin_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Internal-1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Internal-1"
admin_state_up = "true"

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Internal-1_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Internal-1_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.1.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "Internal-2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}Internal-2"
admin_state_up = "true"

}
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resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "Internal-2_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}Internal-2_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.2.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "FSB-1_11_Internal-2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}FSB-1.11_Internal-2"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address ="00:80:37:0E:0B:12"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "FSB-1_11_Internal-1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}FSB-1.11_Internal-1"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"
fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address ="00:80:37:0E:0B:12"

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "FSB-1_11" {
name = "${var.Prefix}FSB-1.11"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "5c816d82-71e5-4b3c-a253-5f264e72c19e"
flavor_name = "2vcpu_5120MBmem_160GBdisk"
user_data = "${file("userdata.conf")}"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata {
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ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-1.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-2.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Admin.id}"

}

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P1"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3121"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P1_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P1_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.3.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P2"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3122"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}
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}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P2_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P2_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.4.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P3" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P3"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3123"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P3_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P3_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.5.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P4" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P4"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3124"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P4_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P4_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.6.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"
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}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P5" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P5"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3125"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P5_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P5_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.7.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P6" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P6"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3126"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P6_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P6_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.8.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P7" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P7"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
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"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3127"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P7_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P7_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.9.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_network_v2" "vLC-P8" {
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P8"
admin_state_up = "true"
value_specs{
"provider:network_type" = "vlan"
"provider:segmentation_id" = "3128"
"provider:physical_network" = "default"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_subnet_v2" "vLC-P8_subnet" {
network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8.id}"
name = "${var.Prefix}vLC-P8_subnet"
cidr = "172.31.10.0/24"
enable_dhcp = "false"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_Internal-1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_Internal-1"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
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}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:01:22"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_Internal-2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_Internal-2"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:01:22"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P1"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P2"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P3" {
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name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P3"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P4" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P4"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P5" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P5"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P6" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P6"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet.id}"

}
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allowed_address_pairs {
ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"

}
}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P7" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P7"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_1_vLC-P8" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1_vLC-P8"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "GPB-2_1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.1"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
flavor_name = "6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata {

ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
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port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-1.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-2.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P1.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P2.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P3.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P4.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P5.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P6.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P7.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P8.id}"

}
}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_Internal-1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_Internal-1"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
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}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:02:22"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_Internal-2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_Internal-2"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:02:22"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P1"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1.id}"
admin_state_up = "true"

fixed_ip{
subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet.id}"

}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P2"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P3" {
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name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P3"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P4" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P4"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P5" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P5"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P6" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P6"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet.id}"
}
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allowed_address_pairs {
ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"

}
}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P7" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P7"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "GPB-2_2_vLC-P8" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2_vLC-P8"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "GPB-2_2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}GPB-2.2"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
flavor_name = "6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata {

ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
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port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-1.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-2.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P1.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P2.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P3.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P4.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P5.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P6.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P7.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P8.id}"

}
}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "NCB-1_15_Internal-1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}NCB-1.15_Internal-1"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:0F:12"
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}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "NCB-1_15_Internal-2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}NCB-1.15_Internal-2"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:0F:12"

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "NCB-1_15" {
name = "${var.Prefix}NCB-1.15"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
flavor_name = "2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"

metadata {
ha-policy = "managed-on-host"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-1.id}"
}

network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-2.id}"

}

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "NCB-1_9_Internal-1" {
name = "${var.Prefix}NCB-1.9_Internal-1"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
fixed_ip{
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subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:09:12"

}

resource "openstack_networking_port_v2" "NCB-1_9_Internal-2" {
name = "${var.Prefix}NCB-1.9_Internal-2"
admin_state_up = "true"

network_id = "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
fixed_ip{

subnet_id = "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
}
allowed_address_pairs {

ip_address= "0.0.0.0/0"
}
mac_address = "00:80:37:0E:09:12"

}

resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "NCB-1_9" {
name = "${var.Prefix}NCB-1.9"
region = "RegionOne"
availability_zone = "cloudify_zone"
image_id = "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
flavor_name = "2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk"
key_pair = "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata {

ha-policy = "managed-on-host"
}
network {
port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-1.id}"

}
network {

port = "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-2.id}"
}

}
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8.1.2 Terraform plan output
[root@localhost /]# terraform plan
Refreshing Terraform state in-memory prior to plan...
The refreshed state will be used to calculate this plan, but will not be
persisted to local or remote state storage.

The Terraform execution plan has been generated and is shown below.
Resources are shown in alphabetical order for quick scanning. Green resources
will be created (or destroyed and then created if an existing resource
exists), yellow resources are being changed in-place, and red resources
will be destroyed. Cyan entries are data sources to be read.

Note: You didn’t specify an "-out" parameter to save this plan, so when
"apply" is called, Terraform can’t guarantee this is what will execute.

+ openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11
access_ip_v4: "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "<computed>"
availability_zone: "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "<computed>"
flavor_name: "2vcpu_5120MBmem_160GBdisk"
force_delete: "false"
image_id: "5c816d82-71e5-4b3c-a253-5f264e72c19e"
image_name: "<computed>"
key_pair: "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "managed-on-host"
name: "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11"
network.#: "3"
network.0.access_network: "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "<computed>"
network.0.name: "<computed>"
network.0.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-1.id}"
network.0.uuid: "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "<computed>"
network.1.name: "<computed>"
network.1.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-2.id}"
network.1.uuid: "<computed>"
network.2.access_network: "false"
network.2.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.2.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.2.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.2.mac: "<computed>"
network.2.name: "<computed>"
network.2.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Admin.id}"
network.2.uuid: "<computed>"
region: "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "false"
user_data: "050da82b26e6c0efc655291e20f76ca5930e2f2c"

+ openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1
access_ip_v4: "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "<computed>"
availability_zone: "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "<computed>"
flavor_name: "6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "false"
image_id: "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "<computed>"
key_pair: "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "managed-on-host"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1"
network.#: "10"
network.0.access_network: "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "<computed>"
network.0.name: "<computed>"
network.0.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-1.id}"
network.0.uuid: "<computed>"
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network.1.access_network: "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "<computed>"
network.1.name: "<computed>"
network.1.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-2.id}"
network.1.uuid: "<computed>"
network.2.access_network: "false"
network.2.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.2.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.2.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.2.mac: "<computed>"
network.2.name: "<computed>"
network.2.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P1.id}"
network.2.uuid: "<computed>"
network.3.access_network: "false"
network.3.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.3.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.3.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.3.mac: "<computed>"
network.3.name: "<computed>"
network.3.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P2.id}"
network.3.uuid: "<computed>"
network.4.access_network: "false"
network.4.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.4.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.4.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.4.mac: "<computed>"
network.4.name: "<computed>"
network.4.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P3.id}"
network.4.uuid: "<computed>"
network.5.access_network: "false"
network.5.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.5.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.5.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.5.mac: "<computed>"
network.5.name: "<computed>"
network.5.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P4.id}"
network.5.uuid: "<computed>"
network.6.access_network: "false"
network.6.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.6.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.6.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.6.mac: "<computed>"
network.6.name: "<computed>"
network.6.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P5.id}"
network.6.uuid: "<computed>"
network.7.access_network: "false"
network.7.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.7.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.7.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.7.mac: "<computed>"
network.7.name: "<computed>"
network.7.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P6.id}"
network.7.uuid: "<computed>"
network.8.access_network: "false"
network.8.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.8.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.8.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.8.mac: "<computed>"
network.8.name: "<computed>"
network.8.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P7.id}"
network.8.uuid: "<computed>"
network.9.access_network: "false"
network.9.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.9.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.9.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.9.mac: "<computed>"
network.9.name: "<computed>"
network.9.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P8.id}"
network.9.uuid: "<computed>"
region: "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "false"

+ openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2
access_ip_v4: "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "<computed>"
availability_zone: "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "<computed>"
flavor_name: "6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk"
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force_delete: "false"
image_id: "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "<computed>"
key_pair: "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "managed-on-host"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2"
network.#: "10"
network.0.access_network: "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "<computed>"
network.0.name: "<computed>"
network.0.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-1.id}"
network.0.uuid: "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "<computed>"
network.1.name: "<computed>"
network.1.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-2.id}"
network.1.uuid: "<computed>"
network.2.access_network: "false"
network.2.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.2.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.2.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.2.mac: "<computed>"
network.2.name: "<computed>"
network.2.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P1.id}"
network.2.uuid: "<computed>"
network.3.access_network: "false"
network.3.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.3.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.3.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.3.mac: "<computed>"
network.3.name: "<computed>"
network.3.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P2.id}"
network.3.uuid: "<computed>"
network.4.access_network: "false"
network.4.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.4.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.4.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.4.mac: "<computed>"
network.4.name: "<computed>"
network.4.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P3.id}"
network.4.uuid: "<computed>"
network.5.access_network: "false"
network.5.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.5.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.5.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.5.mac: "<computed>"
network.5.name: "<computed>"
network.5.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P4.id}"
network.5.uuid: "<computed>"
network.6.access_network: "false"
network.6.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.6.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.6.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.6.mac: "<computed>"
network.6.name: "<computed>"
network.6.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P5.id}"
network.6.uuid: "<computed>"
network.7.access_network: "false"
network.7.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.7.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.7.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.7.mac: "<computed>"
network.7.name: "<computed>"
network.7.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P6.id}"
network.7.uuid: "<computed>"
network.8.access_network: "false"
network.8.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.8.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.8.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.8.mac: "<computed>"
network.8.name: "<computed>"
network.8.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P7.id}"
network.8.uuid: "<computed>"
network.9.access_network: "false"
network.9.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.9.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
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network.9.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.9.mac: "<computed>"
network.9.name: "<computed>"
network.9.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P8.id}"
network.9.uuid: "<computed>"
region: "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "false"

+ openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_15
access_ip_v4: "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "<computed>"
availability_zone: "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "<computed>"
flavor_name: "2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "false"
image_id: "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "<computed>"
key_pair: "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "managed-on-host"
name: "TERRAFORMNCB-1.15"
network.#: "2"
network.0.access_network: "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "<computed>"
network.0.name: "<computed>"
network.0.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-1.id}"
network.0.uuid: "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "<computed>"
network.1.name: "<computed>"
network.1.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-2.id}"
network.1.uuid: "<computed>"
region: "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "false"

+ openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_9
access_ip_v4: "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "<computed>"
availability_zone: "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "<computed>"
flavor_name: "2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "false"
image_id: "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "<computed>"
key_pair: "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "managed-on-host"
name: "TERRAFORMNCB-1.9"
network.#: "2"
network.0.access_network: "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "<computed>"
network.0.name: "<computed>"
network.0.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-1.id}"
network.0.uuid: "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "<computed>"
network.1.name: "<computed>"
network.1.port: "${openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-2.id}"
network.1.uuid: "<computed>"
region: "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "false"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMAdmin"
shared: "<computed>"
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tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3102"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMInternal-1"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMInternal-2"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P1"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3121"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P2"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3122"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P3"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3123"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P4"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3124"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P5"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3125"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P6"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3126"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P7"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
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value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3127"

+ openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8
admin_state_up: "true"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P8"
shared: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "3128"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Admin
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Admin_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Admin"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:0B:12"
name: "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Internal-1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:0B:12"
name: "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Internal-2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:01:22"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_Internal-1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
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allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:01:22"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_Internal-2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P3
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P3"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P4
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P4"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P5
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
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device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P5"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P6
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P6"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P7
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P7"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P8
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P8"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:02:22"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_Internal-1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
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mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:02:22"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_Internal-2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P3
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P3"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P4
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P4"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P5
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P5"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5.id}"
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security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P6
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P6"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P7
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P7"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P8
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "<computed>"
name: "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P8"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:0F:12"
name: "TERRAFORMNCB-1.15_Internal-1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:0F:12"
name: "TERRAFORMNCB-1.15_Internal-2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"
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+ openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-1
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:09:12"
name: "TERRAFORMNCB-1.9_Internal-1"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-2
admin_state_up: "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "<computed>"
device_id: "<computed>"
device_owner: "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "${openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet.id}"
mac_address: "00:80:37:0E:09:12"
name: "TERRAFORMNCB-1.9_Internal-2"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
security_group_ids.#: "<computed>"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Admin_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.0.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMAdmin_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.1.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMInternal-1_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.2.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMInternal-2_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.3.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P1_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.4.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P2_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet
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allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.5.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P3_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.6.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P4_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.7.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P5_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.8.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P6_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.9.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P7_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

+ openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet
allocation_pools.#: "<computed>"
cidr: "172.31.10.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "false"
gateway_ip: "<computed>"
ip_version: "4"
name: "TERRAFORMvLC-P8_subnet"
network_id: "${openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8.id}"
tenant_id: "<computed>"

Plan: 54 to add, 0 to change, 0 to destroy.

8.1.3 Terraform apply output
[root@localhost /]# terraform apply
openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P8"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3128"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMInternal-1"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7: Creating...
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admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P7"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3127"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P4"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3124"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMAdmin"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3102"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMInternal-2"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P1"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3121"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P3"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3123"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P6"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3126"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P2"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3122"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1: Creation complete (ID: 19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d)
openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P5"
shared: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"
value_specs.%: "" => "3"
value_specs.provider:network_type: "" => "vlan"
value_specs.provider:physical_network: "" => "default"
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id: "" => "3125"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8: Creation complete (ID: 27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.3.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
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ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P1_subnet"
network_id: "" => "19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6: Creation complete (ID: 6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.10.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P8_subnet"
network_id: "" => "27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2: Creation complete (ID: 7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.8.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P6_subnet"
network_id: "" => "6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4: Creation complete (ID: 4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.4.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P2_subnet"
network_id: "" => "7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7: Creation complete (ID: 69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.6.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P4_subnet"
network_id: "" => "4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3: Creation complete (ID: 7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.9.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P7_subnet"
network_id: "" => "69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2: Creation complete (ID: a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.5.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P3_subnet"
network_id: "" => "7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1: Creation complete (ID: 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.2.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMInternal-2_subnet"
network_id: "" => "a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin: Creation complete (ID: 812bb975-8c49-4132-9f86-27b1a512b576)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
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cidr: "" => "172.31.1.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMInternal-1_subnet"
network_id: "" => "39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5: Creation complete (ID: 60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Admin_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.0.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMAdmin_subnet"
network_id: "" => "812bb975-8c49-4132-9f86-27b1a512b576"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 0c653376-4a95-40ce-b479-af9299d39552)
openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet: Creating...

allocation_pools.#: "" => "<computed>"
cidr: "" => "172.31.7.0/24"
enable_dhcp: "" => "false"
gateway_ip: "" => "<computed>"
ip_version: "" => "4"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMvLC-P5_subnet"
network_id: "" => "60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 52b7e3f6-50e8-4015-8a25-791629e82cf6)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P1: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "0c653376-4a95-40ce-b479-af9299d39552"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P1"
network_id: "" => "19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet: Creation complete (ID: c0a3f74f-fce9-4e84-b205-bcd962c34bf7)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P1: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "0c653376-4a95-40ce-b479-af9299d39552"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P1"
network_id: "" => "19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 934a2765-09b6-4647-9d63-d6bc05267d5b)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P8: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "52b7e3f6-50e8-4015-8a25-791629e82cf6"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P8"
network_id: "" => "27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 9b726321-072d-4014-8abf-462c65a33bb4)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P8: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
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device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "52b7e3f6-50e8-4015-8a25-791629e82cf6"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P8"
network_id: "" => "27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet: Creation complete (ID: b0dbe7f2-7bb7-41f2-b59c-ce77e0b48da5)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P6: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "c0a3f74f-fce9-4e84-b205-bcd962c34bf7"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P6"
network_id: "" => "6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 9fe7cc0b-db54-42eb-bd9d-33eae601afad)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P6: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "c0a3f74f-fce9-4e84-b205-bcd962c34bf7"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P6"
network_id: "" => "6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet: Creation complete (ID: be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P2: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "934a2765-09b6-4647-9d63-d6bc05267d5b"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P2"
network_id: "" => "7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet: Creation complete (ID: d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P2: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "934a2765-09b6-4647-9d63-d6bc05267d5b"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P2"
network_id: "" => "7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Admin_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 68a2739f-4d0b-4aee-b1df-39debd46ff87)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P4: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "9b726321-072d-4014-8abf-462c65a33bb4"
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mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P4"
network_id: "" => "4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet: Creation complete (ID: 5674c1fb-92b4-47d3-8607-dcb7681ca898)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P4: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "9b726321-072d-4014-8abf-462c65a33bb4"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P4"
network_id: "" => "4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P1: Creation complete (ID: af80f968-6df6-4b89-bb1b-972585453742)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P7: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "b0dbe7f2-7bb7-41f2-b59c-ce77e0b48da5"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P7"
network_id: "" => "69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P1: Creation complete (ID: 70960f65-d78c-46f7-acf0-63fa1a161d23)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P7: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "b0dbe7f2-7bb7-41f2-b59c-ce77e0b48da5"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P7"
network_id: "" => "69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P8: Creation complete (ID: 55a659e8-cc5f-4d8f-8d00-c979af8b32f6)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P3: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "9fe7cc0b-db54-42eb-bd9d-33eae601afad"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P3"
network_id: "" => "7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P6: Creation complete (ID: 4a7c923d-3a73-41b5-99f5-be5d931f1616)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P3: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "9fe7cc0b-db54-42eb-bd9d-33eae601afad"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P3"
network_id: "" => "7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b"
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security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P8: Creation complete (ID: 53a61048-1cd8-45e4-b571-732d40d95173)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P6: Creation complete (ID: 51283c9f-254e-42e8-856c-ff7af23c8a83)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-2: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:02:22"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_Internal-2"
network_id: "" => "a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-2: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:01:22"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_Internal-2"
network_id: "" => "a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P2: Creation complete (ID: 016a9122-5d5d-46b0-8706-101f683eff0b)
openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-2: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:0F:12"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMNCB-1.15_Internal-2"
network_id: "" => "a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P2: Creation complete (ID: ef53bb9d-22d5-44c1-b638-360a72aba108)
openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-2: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:09:12"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMNCB-1.9_Internal-2"
network_id: "" => "a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P4: Creation complete (ID: f734516e-6655-47d5-9be3-5c5304f085af)
openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-2: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:0B:12"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Internal-2"
network_id: "" => "a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P4: Creation complete (ID: 69a5256e-b0ba-4bdd-a6d6-b6f06a5e15b8)
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openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-1: Creating...
admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:0F:12"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMNCB-1.15_Internal-1"
network_id: "" => "39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P7: Creation complete (ID: 50736cdf-2c32-4629-82a6-99ca6722e76b)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-1: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:02:22"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_Internal-1"
network_id: "" => "39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P7: Creation complete (ID: afdcb367-02f6-486f-baac-2e1090a5eaf1)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-1: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:01:22"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_Internal-1"
network_id: "" => "39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P3: Creation complete (ID: b8176091-2eaa-470b-a3af-b31bb4e4a3ea)
openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-1: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:09:12"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMNCB-1.9_Internal-1"
network_id: "" => "39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P3: Creation complete (ID: eb13812d-36b0-41c2-a2d7-b63f80b98e15)
openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-1: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992"
mac_address: "" => "00:80:37:0E:0B:12"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Internal-1"
network_id: "" => "39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-2: Creation complete (ID: afcb354d-97fb-43dd-8c29-872b76f99180)
openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Admin: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
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allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "68a2739f-4d0b-4aee-b1df-39debd46ff87"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Admin"
network_id: "" => "812bb975-8c49-4132-9f86-27b1a512b576"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-2: Creation complete (ID: 7a2b5932-fcd0-46b3-81bf-ddb7f9c3626d)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P5: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "5674c1fb-92b4-47d3-8607-dcb7681ca898"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P5"
network_id: "" => "60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-2: Creation complete (ID: ac85fdc3-cb8f-431c-9224-388bef6e785a)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P5: Creating...

admin_state_up: "" => "true"
all_fixed_ips.#: "" => "<computed>"
allowed_address_pairs.#: "" => "1"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address: "" => "0.0.0.0/0"
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
device_id: "" => "<computed>"
device_owner: "" => "<computed>"
fixed_ip.#: "" => "1"
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id: "" => "5674c1fb-92b4-47d3-8607-dcb7681ca898"
mac_address: "" => "<computed>"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P5"
network_id: "" => "60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d"
security_group_ids.#: "" => "<computed>"
tenant_id: "" => "<computed>"

openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-2: Creation complete (ID: 1aecb75a-7f39-4a2a-9100-04cbe281bbf9)
openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-2: Creation complete (ID: fdad5a75-b705-49bc-a8f7-f5074188ee56)
openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-1: Creation complete (ID: 15404649-2c15-43e3-819c-017556ceb473)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_15: Creating...

access_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "" => "<computed>"
availability_zone: "" => "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "" => "<computed>"
flavor_name: "" => "2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "" => "false"
image_id: "" => "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "" => "<computed>"
key_pair: "" => "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "" => "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "" => "managed-on-host"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMNCB-1.15"
network.#: "" => "2"
network.0.access_network: "" => "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.port: "" => "15404649-2c15-43e3-819c-017556ceb473"
network.0.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "" => "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.port: "" => "ac85fdc3-cb8f-431c-9224-388bef6e785a"
network.1.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
region: "" => "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "" => "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "" => "false"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-1: Creation complete (ID: 1a6763bd-a5ea-4cf5-af6b-adb6ff367be2)
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-1: Creation complete (ID: 528eb0cb-03bf-4587-818d-1d12ebfb9769)
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openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-1: Creation complete (ID: 25d281cb-0728-4bf8-907a-9cc74b96eca4)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_9: Creating...

access_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "" => "<computed>"
availability_zone: "" => "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "" => "<computed>"
flavor_name: "" => "2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "" => "false"
image_id: "" => "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "" => "<computed>"
key_pair: "" => "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "" => "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "" => "managed-on-host"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMNCB-1.9"
network.#: "" => "2"
network.0.access_network: "" => "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.port: "" => "25d281cb-0728-4bf8-907a-9cc74b96eca4"
network.0.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "" => "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.port: "" => "1aecb75a-7f39-4a2a-9100-04cbe281bbf9"
network.1.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
region: "" => "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "" => "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "" => "false"

openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-1: Creation complete (ID: 56bcec21-69fb-45e2-8dbd-e5984de27951)
openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Admin: Creation complete (ID: 766e1a24-51d9-46ca-89ce-949c24e721fc)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11: Creating...

access_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "" => "<computed>"
availability_zone: "" => "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "" => "<computed>"
flavor_name: "" => "2vcpu_5120MBmem_160GBdisk"
force_delete: "" => "false"
image_id: "" => "5c816d82-71e5-4b3c-a253-5f264e72c19e"
image_name: "" => "<computed>"
key_pair: "" => "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "" => "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "" => "managed-on-host"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMFSB-1.11"
network.#: "" => "3"
network.0.access_network: "" => "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.port: "" => "56bcec21-69fb-45e2-8dbd-e5984de27951"
network.0.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "" => "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.port: "" => "fdad5a75-b705-49bc-a8f7-f5074188ee56"
network.1.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.access_network: "" => "false"
network.2.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.port: "" => "766e1a24-51d9-46ca-89ce-949c24e721fc"
network.2.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
region: "" => "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "" => "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "" => "false"
user_data: "" => "050da82b26e6c0efc655291e20f76ca5930e2f2c"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P5: Creation complete (ID: 70e203e0-8b79-4eb1-afec-7e9b1c998868)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Creating...

access_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
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access_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "" => "<computed>"
availability_zone: "" => "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "" => "<computed>"
flavor_name: "" => "6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "" => "false"
image_id: "" => "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "" => "<computed>"
key_pair: "" => "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "" => "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "" => "managed-on-host"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.2"
network.#: "" => "10"
network.0.access_network: "" => "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.port: "" => "1a6763bd-a5ea-4cf5-af6b-adb6ff367be2"
network.0.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "" => "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.port: "" => "7a2b5932-fcd0-46b3-81bf-ddb7f9c3626d"
network.1.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.access_network: "" => "false"
network.2.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.port: "" => "70960f65-d78c-46f7-acf0-63fa1a161d23"
network.2.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.access_network: "" => "false"
network.3.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.port: "" => "016a9122-5d5d-46b0-8706-101f683eff0b"
network.3.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.access_network: "" => "false"
network.4.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.port: "" => "eb13812d-36b0-41c2-a2d7-b63f80b98e15"
network.4.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.access_network: "" => "false"
network.5.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.port: "" => "f734516e-6655-47d5-9be3-5c5304f085af"
network.5.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.access_network: "" => "false"
network.6.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.port: "" => "70e203e0-8b79-4eb1-afec-7e9b1c998868"
network.6.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.access_network: "" => "false"
network.7.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.port: "" => "4a7c923d-3a73-41b5-99f5-be5d931f1616"
network.7.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.access_network: "" => "false"
network.8.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.name: "" => "<computed>"
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network.8.port: "" => "afdcb367-02f6-486f-baac-2e1090a5eaf1"
network.8.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.access_network: "" => "false"
network.9.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.port: "" => "55a659e8-cc5f-4d8f-8d00-c979af8b32f6"
network.9.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
region: "" => "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "" => "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "" => "false"

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P5: Creation complete (ID: 2500bc45-7953-4944-bbef-4eaadd2f39a6)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Creating...

access_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
access_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
all_metadata.%: "" => "<computed>"
availability_zone: "" => "cloudify_zone"
flavor_id: "" => "<computed>"
flavor_name: "" => "6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk"
force_delete: "" => "false"
image_id: "" => "f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426"
image_name: "" => "<computed>"
key_pair: "" => "CLOUDIFY_KEY"
metadata.%: "" => "1"
metadata.ha-policy: "" => "managed-on-host"
name: "" => "TERRAFORMGPB-2.1"
network.#: "" => "10"
network.0.access_network: "" => "false"
network.0.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.0.port: "" => "528eb0cb-03bf-4587-818d-1d12ebfb9769"
network.0.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.access_network: "" => "false"
network.1.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.1.port: "" => "afcb354d-97fb-43dd-8c29-872b76f99180"
network.1.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.access_network: "" => "false"
network.2.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.2.port: "" => "af80f968-6df6-4b89-bb1b-972585453742"
network.2.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.access_network: "" => "false"
network.3.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.3.port: "" => "ef53bb9d-22d5-44c1-b638-360a72aba108"
network.3.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.access_network: "" => "false"
network.4.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.4.port: "" => "b8176091-2eaa-470b-a3af-b31bb4e4a3ea"
network.4.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.access_network: "" => "false"
network.5.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.5.port: "" => "69a5256e-b0ba-4bdd-a6d6-b6f06a5e15b8"
network.5.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.access_network: "" => "false"
network.6.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.6.name: "" => "<computed>"
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network.6.port: "" => "2500bc45-7953-4944-bbef-4eaadd2f39a6"
network.6.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.access_network: "" => "false"
network.7.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.7.port: "" => "51283c9f-254e-42e8-856c-ff7af23c8a83"
network.7.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.access_network: "" => "false"
network.8.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.8.port: "" => "50736cdf-2c32-4629-82a6-99ca6722e76b"
network.8.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.access_network: "" => "false"
network.9.fixed_ip_v4: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.fixed_ip_v6: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.floating_ip: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.mac: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.name: "" => "<computed>"
network.9.port: "" => "53a61048-1cd8-45e4-b571-732d40d95173"
network.9.uuid: "" => "<computed>"
region: "" => "RegionOne"
security_groups.#: "" => "<computed>"
stop_before_destroy: "" => "false"

openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_15: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_9: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Still creating... (10s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_15: Still creating... (20s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_9: Still creating... (20s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_15: Creation complete (ID: a994c400-6023-478f-a1fe-d192024ce21e)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11: Still creating... (20s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Still creating... (20s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Still creating... (20s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_9: Creation complete (ID: 8969ae2b-7cc4-41d0-8b07-3d865b88f074)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11: Still creating... (30s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11: Creation complete (ID: a5bf3a75-53bf-401e-8aed-617b4c08f017)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Still creating... (30s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Still creating... (30s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Still creating... (40s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Still creating... (40s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Still creating... (50s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Still creating... (50s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Still creating... (1m0s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Still creating... (1m0s elapsed)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1: Creation complete (ID: 9bea7780-973f-4d1c-925d-ee0727d1f7eb)
openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2: Creation complete (ID: 657cdbef-9ae0-4c70-88bd-aa0cbb390243)
Apply complete! Resources: 54 added, 0 changed, 0 destroyed.

The state of your infrastructure has been saved to the path
below. This state is required to modify and destroy your
infrastructure, so keep it safe. To inspect the complete state
use the ‘terraform show‘ command.

State path:

8.1.4 Terraform show output
[root@localhost /]# terraform show
openstack_compute_instance_v2.FSB-1_11:

id = a5bf3a75-53bf-401e-8aed-617b4c08f017
access_ip_v4 =
access_ip_v6 =
all_metadata.% = 1
all_metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
availability_zone = cloudify_zone
flavor_id = 71cdcc24-df93-4d23-8303-0ee71a50301e
flavor_name = 2vcpu_5120MBmem_160GBdisk
force_delete = false
image_id = 5c816d82-71e5-4b3c-a253-5f264e72c19e
image_name = sgsn-mme_fsb1_cxp9025898_4r69c15
key_pair = CLOUDIFY_KEY
metadata.% = 1
metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
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name = TERRAFORMFSB-1.11
network.# = 3
network.0.access_network = false
network.0.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.0.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.0.floating_ip =
network.0.mac =
network.0.name =
network.0.port = 56bcec21-69fb-45e2-8dbd-e5984de27951
network.0.uuid =
network.1.access_network = false
network.1.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.1.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.1.floating_ip =
network.1.mac =
network.1.name =
network.1.port = fdad5a75-b705-49bc-a8f7-f5074188ee56
network.1.uuid =
network.2.access_network = false
network.2.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.2.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.2.floating_ip =
network.2.mac =
network.2.name =
network.2.port = 766e1a24-51d9-46ca-89ce-949c24e721fc
network.2.uuid =
region = RegionOne
security_groups.# = 1
security_groups.3814588639 = default
stop_before_destroy = false
user_data = 050da82b26e6c0efc655291e20f76ca5930e2f2c
volume.# = 0

openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_1:
id = 9bea7780-973f-4d1c-925d-ee0727d1f7eb
access_ip_v4 =
access_ip_v6 =
all_metadata.% = 1
all_metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
availability_zone = cloudify_zone
flavor_id = e2156aad-cf13-401e-a381-3d2fbb3864fb
flavor_name = 6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk
force_delete = false
image_id = f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426
image_name = sgsn-mme_pxeboot_cxp9025898_4r69c15
key_pair = CLOUDIFY_KEY
metadata.% = 1
metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1
network.# = 10
network.0.access_network = false
network.0.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.0.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.0.floating_ip =
network.0.mac =
network.0.name =
network.0.port = 528eb0cb-03bf-4587-818d-1d12ebfb9769
network.0.uuid =
network.1.access_network = false
network.1.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.1.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.1.floating_ip =
network.1.mac =
network.1.name =
network.1.port = afcb354d-97fb-43dd-8c29-872b76f99180
network.1.uuid =
network.2.access_network = false
network.2.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.2.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.2.floating_ip =
network.2.mac =
network.2.name =
network.2.port = af80f968-6df6-4b89-bb1b-972585453742
network.2.uuid =
network.3.access_network = false
network.3.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.3.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.3.floating_ip =
network.3.mac =
network.3.name =
network.3.port = ef53bb9d-22d5-44c1-b638-360a72aba108
network.3.uuid =
network.4.access_network = false
network.4.fixed_ip_v4 =
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network.4.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.4.floating_ip =
network.4.mac =
network.4.name =
network.4.port = b8176091-2eaa-470b-a3af-b31bb4e4a3ea
network.4.uuid =
network.5.access_network = false
network.5.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.5.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.5.floating_ip =
network.5.mac =
network.5.name =
network.5.port = 69a5256e-b0ba-4bdd-a6d6-b6f06a5e15b8
network.5.uuid =
network.6.access_network = false
network.6.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.6.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.6.floating_ip =
network.6.mac =
network.6.name =
network.6.port = 2500bc45-7953-4944-bbef-4eaadd2f39a6
network.6.uuid =
network.7.access_network = false
network.7.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.7.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.7.floating_ip =
network.7.mac =
network.7.name =
network.7.port = 51283c9f-254e-42e8-856c-ff7af23c8a83
network.7.uuid =
network.8.access_network = false
network.8.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.8.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.8.floating_ip =
network.8.mac =
network.8.name =
network.8.port = 50736cdf-2c32-4629-82a6-99ca6722e76b
network.8.uuid =
network.9.access_network = false
network.9.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.9.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.9.floating_ip =
network.9.mac =
network.9.name =
network.9.port = 53a61048-1cd8-45e4-b571-732d40d95173
network.9.uuid =
region = RegionOne
security_groups.# = 1
security_groups.3814588639 = default
stop_before_destroy = false
volume.# = 0

openstack_compute_instance_v2.GPB-2_2:
id = 657cdbef-9ae0-4c70-88bd-aa0cbb390243
access_ip_v4 =
access_ip_v6 =
all_metadata.% = 1
all_metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
availability_zone = cloudify_zone
flavor_id = e2156aad-cf13-401e-a381-3d2fbb3864fb
flavor_name = 6vcpu_12288MBmem_0GBdisk
force_delete = false
image_id = f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426
image_name = sgsn-mme_pxeboot_cxp9025898_4r69c15
key_pair = CLOUDIFY_KEY
metadata.% = 1
metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2
network.# = 10
network.0.access_network = false
network.0.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.0.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.0.floating_ip =
network.0.mac =
network.0.name =
network.0.port = 1a6763bd-a5ea-4cf5-af6b-adb6ff367be2
network.0.uuid =
network.1.access_network = false
network.1.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.1.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.1.floating_ip =
network.1.mac =
network.1.name =
network.1.port = 7a2b5932-fcd0-46b3-81bf-ddb7f9c3626d
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network.1.uuid =
network.2.access_network = false
network.2.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.2.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.2.floating_ip =
network.2.mac =
network.2.name =
network.2.port = 70960f65-d78c-46f7-acf0-63fa1a161d23
network.2.uuid =
network.3.access_network = false
network.3.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.3.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.3.floating_ip =
network.3.mac =
network.3.name =
network.3.port = 016a9122-5d5d-46b0-8706-101f683eff0b
network.3.uuid =
network.4.access_network = false
network.4.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.4.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.4.floating_ip =
network.4.mac =
network.4.name =
network.4.port = eb13812d-36b0-41c2-a2d7-b63f80b98e15
network.4.uuid =
network.5.access_network = false
network.5.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.5.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.5.floating_ip =
network.5.mac =
network.5.name =
network.5.port = f734516e-6655-47d5-9be3-5c5304f085af
network.5.uuid =
network.6.access_network = false
network.6.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.6.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.6.floating_ip =
network.6.mac =
network.6.name =
network.6.port = 70e203e0-8b79-4eb1-afec-7e9b1c998868
network.6.uuid =
network.7.access_network = false
network.7.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.7.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.7.floating_ip =
network.7.mac =
network.7.name =
network.7.port = 4a7c923d-3a73-41b5-99f5-be5d931f1616
network.7.uuid =
network.8.access_network = false
network.8.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.8.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.8.floating_ip =
network.8.mac =
network.8.name =
network.8.port = afdcb367-02f6-486f-baac-2e1090a5eaf1
network.8.uuid =
network.9.access_network = false
network.9.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.9.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.9.floating_ip =
network.9.mac =
network.9.name =
network.9.port = 55a659e8-cc5f-4d8f-8d00-c979af8b32f6
network.9.uuid =
region = RegionOne
security_groups.# = 1
security_groups.3814588639 = default
stop_before_destroy = false
volume.# = 0

openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_15:
id = a994c400-6023-478f-a1fe-d192024ce21e
access_ip_v4 =
access_ip_v6 =
all_metadata.% = 1
all_metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
availability_zone = cloudify_zone
flavor_id = 0c781380-a8a0-4879-ab07-f6905f3983eb
flavor_name = 2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk
force_delete = false
image_id = f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426
image_name = sgsn-mme_pxeboot_cxp9025898_4r69c15
key_pair = CLOUDIFY_KEY
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metadata.% = 1
metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
name = TERRAFORMNCB-1.15
network.# = 2
network.0.access_network = false
network.0.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.0.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.0.floating_ip =
network.0.mac =
network.0.name =
network.0.port = 15404649-2c15-43e3-819c-017556ceb473
network.0.uuid =
network.1.access_network = false
network.1.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.1.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.1.floating_ip =
network.1.mac =
network.1.name =
network.1.port = ac85fdc3-cb8f-431c-9224-388bef6e785a
network.1.uuid =
region = RegionOne
security_groups.# = 1
security_groups.3814588639 = default
stop_before_destroy = false
volume.# = 0

openstack_compute_instance_v2.NCB-1_9:
id = 8969ae2b-7cc4-41d0-8b07-3d865b88f074
access_ip_v4 =
access_ip_v6 =
all_metadata.% = 1
all_metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
availability_zone = cloudify_zone
flavor_id = 0c781380-a8a0-4879-ab07-f6905f3983eb
flavor_name = 2vcpu_2048MBmem_0GBdisk
force_delete = false
image_id = f7318f21-1b0b-442e-ae11-d394e3693426
image_name = sgsn-mme_pxeboot_cxp9025898_4r69c15
key_pair = CLOUDIFY_KEY
metadata.% = 1
metadata.ha-policy = managed-on-host
name = TERRAFORMNCB-1.9
network.# = 2
network.0.access_network = false
network.0.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.0.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.0.floating_ip =
network.0.mac =
network.0.name =
network.0.port = 25d281cb-0728-4bf8-907a-9cc74b96eca4
network.0.uuid =
network.1.access_network = false
network.1.fixed_ip_v4 =
network.1.fixed_ip_v6 =
network.1.floating_ip =
network.1.mac =
network.1.name =
network.1.port = 1aecb75a-7f39-4a2a-9100-04cbe281bbf9
network.1.uuid =
region = RegionOne
security_groups.# = 1
security_groups.3814588639 = default
stop_before_destroy = false
volume.# = 0

openstack_networking_network_v2.Admin:
id = 812bb975-8c49-4132-9f86-27b1a512b576
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMAdmin
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3102

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-1:
id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMInternal-1
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_network_v2.Internal-2:
id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
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admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMInternal-2
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P1:
id = 19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P1
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3121

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P2:
id = 7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P2
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3122

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P3:
id = 7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P3
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3123

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P4:
id = 4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P4
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3124

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P5:
id = 60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P5
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3125

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P6:
id = 6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P6
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3126

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P7:
id = 69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P7
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3127

openstack_networking_network_v2.vLC-P8:
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id = 27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0
admin_state_up = true
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P8
region =
shared = false
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
value_specs.% = 3
value_specs.provider:network_type = vlan
value_specs.provider:physical_network = default
value_specs.provider:segmentation_id = 3128

openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Admin:
id = 766e1a24-51d9-46ca-89ce-949c24e721fc
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.0.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:33:84:2e
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 68a2739f-4d0b-4aee-b1df-39debd46ff87
mac_address = fa:16:3e:33:84:2e
name = TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Admin
network_id = 812bb975-8c49-4132-9f86-27b1a512b576
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-1:
id = 56bcec21-69fb-45e2-8dbd-e5984de27951
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.1.6
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0B:12
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0B:12
name = TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Internal-1
network_id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.FSB-1_11_Internal-2:
id = fdad5a75-b705-49bc-a8f7-f5074188ee56
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.2.6
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0B:12
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0B:12
name = TERRAFORMFSB-1.11_Internal-2
network_id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-1:
id = 528eb0cb-03bf-4587-818d-1d12ebfb9769
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.1.4
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:01:22
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992
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mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:01:22
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_Internal-1
network_id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_Internal-2:
id = afcb354d-97fb-43dd-8c29-872b76f99180
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.2.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:01:22
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:01:22
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_Internal-2
network_id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P1:
id = af80f968-6df6-4b89-bb1b-972585453742
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.3.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:4e:85:cb
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 0c653376-4a95-40ce-b479-af9299d39552
mac_address = fa:16:3e:4e:85:cb
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P1
network_id = 19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P2:
id = ef53bb9d-22d5-44c1-b638-360a72aba108
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.4.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:62:56:f3
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 934a2765-09b6-4647-9d63-d6bc05267d5b
mac_address = fa:16:3e:62:56:f3
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P2
network_id = 7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P3:
id = b8176091-2eaa-470b-a3af-b31bb4e4a3ea
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.5.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:46:97:d6
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 9fe7cc0b-db54-42eb-bd9d-33eae601afad
mac_address = fa:16:3e:46:97:d6
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P3
network_id = 7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b
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region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P4:
id = 69a5256e-b0ba-4bdd-a6d6-b6f06a5e15b8
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.6.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:0c:e2:56
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 9b726321-072d-4014-8abf-462c65a33bb4
mac_address = fa:16:3e:0c:e2:56
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P4
network_id = 4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P5:
id = 2500bc45-7953-4944-bbef-4eaadd2f39a6
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.7.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:85:7a:fb
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 5674c1fb-92b4-47d3-8607-dcb7681ca898
mac_address = fa:16:3e:85:7a:fb
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P5
network_id = 60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P6:
id = 51283c9f-254e-42e8-856c-ff7af23c8a83
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.8.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:9b:16:2f
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = c0a3f74f-fce9-4e84-b205-bcd962c34bf7
mac_address = fa:16:3e:9b:16:2f
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P6
network_id = 6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P7:
id = 50736cdf-2c32-4629-82a6-99ca6722e76b
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.9.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:5e:90:ea
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = b0dbe7f2-7bb7-41f2-b59c-ce77e0b48da5
mac_address = fa:16:3e:5e:90:ea
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P7
network_id = 69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
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tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_1_vLC-P8:

id = 53a61048-1cd8-45e4-b571-732d40d95173
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.10.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:70:35:50
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 52b7e3f6-50e8-4015-8a25-791629e82cf6
mac_address = fa:16:3e:70:35:50
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.1_vLC-P8
network_id = 27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-1:
id = 1a6763bd-a5ea-4cf5-af6b-adb6ff367be2
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.1.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:02:22
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:02:22
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_Internal-1
network_id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_Internal-2:
id = 7a2b5932-fcd0-46b3-81bf-ddb7f9c3626d
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.2.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:02:22
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:02:22
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_Internal-2
network_id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P1:
id = 70960f65-d78c-46f7-acf0-63fa1a161d23
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.3.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:9d:4b:5e
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 0c653376-4a95-40ce-b479-af9299d39552
mac_address = fa:16:3e:9d:4b:5e
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P1
network_id = 19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P2:
id = 016a9122-5d5d-46b0-8706-101f683eff0b
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admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.4.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:ad:93:4d
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 934a2765-09b6-4647-9d63-d6bc05267d5b
mac_address = fa:16:3e:ad:93:4d
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P2
network_id = 7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P3:
id = eb13812d-36b0-41c2-a2d7-b63f80b98e15
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.5.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:32:ed:b2
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 9fe7cc0b-db54-42eb-bd9d-33eae601afad
mac_address = fa:16:3e:32:ed:b2
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P3
network_id = 7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P4:
id = f734516e-6655-47d5-9be3-5c5304f085af
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.6.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:52:2f:bc
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 9b726321-072d-4014-8abf-462c65a33bb4
mac_address = fa:16:3e:52:2f:bc
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P4
network_id = 4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P5:
id = 70e203e0-8b79-4eb1-afec-7e9b1c998868
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.7.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:9b:fc:c8
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 5674c1fb-92b4-47d3-8607-dcb7681ca898
mac_address = fa:16:3e:9b:fc:c8
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P5
network_id = 60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P6:
id = 4a7c923d-3a73-41b5-99f5-be5d931f1616
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.8.2
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allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:43:9f:67
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = c0a3f74f-fce9-4e84-b205-bcd962c34bf7
mac_address = fa:16:3e:43:9f:67
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P6
network_id = 6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P7:
id = afdcb367-02f6-486f-baac-2e1090a5eaf1
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.9.3
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:d8:1a:97
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = b0dbe7f2-7bb7-41f2-b59c-ce77e0b48da5
mac_address = fa:16:3e:d8:1a:97
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P7
network_id = 69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.GPB-2_2_vLC-P8:
id = 55a659e8-cc5f-4d8f-8d00-c979af8b32f6
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.10.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = fa:16:3e:aa:70:70
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = 52b7e3f6-50e8-4015-8a25-791629e82cf6
mac_address = fa:16:3e:aa:70:70
name = TERRAFORMGPB-2.2_vLC-P8
network_id = 27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-1:
id = 15404649-2c15-43e3-819c-017556ceb473
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.1.2
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0F:12
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0F:12
name = TERRAFORMNCB-1.15_Internal-1
network_id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_15_Internal-2:
id = ac85fdc3-cb8f-431c-9224-388bef6e785a
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.2.4
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0F:12
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device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:0F:12
name = TERRAFORMNCB-1.15_Internal-2
network_id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-1:
id = 25d281cb-0728-4bf8-907a-9cc74b96eca4
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.1.5
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:09:12
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:09:12
name = TERRAFORMNCB-1.9_Internal-1
network_id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_port_v2.NCB-1_9_Internal-2:
id = 1aecb75a-7f39-4a2a-9100-04cbe281bbf9
admin_state_up = true
all_fixed_ips.# = 1
all_fixed_ips.0 = 172.31.2.5
allowed_address_pairs.# = 1
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.ip_address = 0.0.0.0/0
allowed_address_pairs.1080289494.mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:09:12
device_id =
device_owner =
fixed_ip.# = 1
fixed_ip.0.ip_address =
fixed_ip.0.subnet_id = be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9
mac_address = 00:80:37:0E:09:12
name = TERRAFORMNCB-1.9_Internal-2
network_id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
region =
security_group_ids.# = 1
security_group_ids.678229443 = 5aadc3da-9ff0-4f0c-b9bb-c9fa58fde9ee
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Admin_subnet:
id = 68a2739f-4d0b-4aee-b1df-39debd46ff87
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.0.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.0.2
cidr = 172.31.0.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.0.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMAdmin_subnet
network_id = 812bb975-8c49-4132-9f86-27b1a512b576
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-1_subnet:
id = d8e0c867-fe9c-434a-87dd-d605f9c91992
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.1.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.1.2
cidr = 172.31.1.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.1.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMInternal-1_subnet
network_id = 39bc6ccd-e533-4cf3-a357-d981a39d542d
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.Internal-2_subnet:
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id = be5b6236-0eeb-4153-95a7-5eca4c1e76b9
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.2.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.2.2
cidr = 172.31.2.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.2.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMInternal-2_subnet
network_id = a71a8a58-16c0-4416-8eea-b6e428c1e166
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P1_subnet:
id = 0c653376-4a95-40ce-b479-af9299d39552
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.3.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.3.2
cidr = 172.31.3.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.3.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P1_subnet
network_id = 19c12d10-fd65-428a-919c-3fe48841de3d
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P2_subnet:
id = 934a2765-09b6-4647-9d63-d6bc05267d5b
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.4.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.4.2
cidr = 172.31.4.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.4.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P2_subnet
network_id = 7bbb1c66-af66-47f0-ae5c-f0109c198c16
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P3_subnet:
id = 9fe7cc0b-db54-42eb-bd9d-33eae601afad
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.5.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.5.2
cidr = 172.31.5.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.5.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P3_subnet
network_id = 7beabdca-a458-4a69-8dc4-4d30268aea5b
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P4_subnet:
id = 9b726321-072d-4014-8abf-462c65a33bb4
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.6.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.6.2
cidr = 172.31.6.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.6.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P4_subnet
network_id = 4fd0e17d-9960-451f-8681-ba2d1cd10f38
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P5_subnet:
id = 5674c1fb-92b4-47d3-8607-dcb7681ca898
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.7.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.7.2
cidr = 172.31.7.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.7.1
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host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P5_subnet
network_id = 60d2b34f-9ccf-4708-82d4-944b990b8c9d
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P6_subnet:
id = c0a3f74f-fce9-4e84-b205-bcd962c34bf7
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.8.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.8.2
cidr = 172.31.8.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.8.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P6_subnet
network_id = 6f752202-1377-4a56-84da-a141142b25de
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P7_subnet:
id = b0dbe7f2-7bb7-41f2-b59c-ce77e0b48da5
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.9.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.9.2
cidr = 172.31.9.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.9.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P7_subnet
network_id = 69a0dfc0-ea8c-4133-b6f5-a9ef4e46105a
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68

openstack_networking_subnet_v2.vLC-P8_subnet:
id = 52b7e3f6-50e8-4015-8a25-791629e82cf6
allocation_pools.# = 1
allocation_pools.0.end = 172.31.10.254
allocation_pools.0.start = 172.31.10.2
cidr = 172.31.10.0/24
dns_nameservers.# = 0
enable_dhcp = false
gateway_ip = 172.31.10.1
host_routes.# = 0
ip_version = 4
name = TERRAFORMvLC-P8_subnet
network_id = 27fbcfa7-ab83-492f-94df-a729d97502e0
region =
tenant_id = e58004c21bd547ffa11cf55ec3c0bd68
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